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ABSTRACT
There is a need for new and innovative marching band techniques in the music field, and most
band directors have limited capacity to instill these concepts. Texts from the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s concentrated primarily on these concepts and techniques. Gradually, a comprehensive
show concept became standard practice. Examination of the existing literature does not reveal a
need for more research. Still, some literature demonstrates a need for new and innovative band
techniques for marching band, particularly in band pageantry. Although these materials help
create a foundation for marching band concepts and have proven effective. They are dated and
do not provide a current vision of innovation while creating current trends. This thesis aims to
highlight current trends and content in marching band concepts utilized in Predominantly White
Institutions (PWI) and Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU). Specifically, this
research is intended to be a valuable resource for band directors to develop their pedagogy while
building their music programs or continuing their current structure. It is not a complete
description or meant to propose the best strategy. This research has stressed several viable and
successful drill and show design concepts already in use and numerous approaches to technique,
pedagogy, and a combined interpretation from previous text to existing text for band directors or
show designers to use. The writer will use a historical research design method to create this
resource while raising awareness about various student groups and marching band pedagogy.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
This thesis aims to provide a historical and contemporary perspective of how the modern
marching band was created while highlighting the similarities and differences between PWI
(Predominately White Institution) and HBCU (Historically Black College and University)
marching bands. These respective marching bands have been the most influential organizations
that have impacted marching band pedagogy since the early 1900s, with the first college band
being formed and first performing in 1846 at The University of Norte Dame,1 the first halftime
show performed at a football game by the University of Illinois in 1907,2 and the showmanship
and style that are now characteristics of black college bands occurred at Florida A&M University
(FAMU) practice in 1946. College marching bands in current times have entirely transformed the
overall concepts of marching bands into entertainment entities trying to be the best collegiate
marching band. The members of these collegiate bands delight their fans while garnering
national and international notoriety. These groups have executed numerous innovative and gamechanging techniques; however, this research will highlight that there is room for more innovation
that will continue to add more value to marching band techniques currently and in the future.
Since the creation of Drum Corps International in the 1970s, many marching bands that
execute field shows have incorporated improvements to their performances that correspond to
advances in modern marching band concepts. This research covers brief histories of various
marching bands and certain traditions and ideas that have impacted drill design and marching
band concepts. Historical data research will indicate a mix of chance and intentional preparation

1
“History of the Notre Dame Band,” The Notre Dame Band, accessed October 2021,
https://www.ndband.com/about-the-nd-band/history.cfm.
2

“History of the Marching Illini,” Marching Illini, accessed October 2021.
http://marchingillini.com/tradition/.
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that gave rise to traditions such as fight songs, pre-game traditions, precision drilling, picture and
animated formations, sound concepts, and other concepts seen in specific territories. Examining
stylistic distinctions between PWI and HBCU bands and innovative techniques created at the
high school level by pioneers such as William C. "Bill" Moffit and A.R. Casavant will illustrate
how regional positioning and cultural differences are relevant to the craft presented in the thesis.
Background Topic
Marching band programs and ideologies have seen a significant transformation.
Throughout the United States, the introduction of modern ideas significantly impacted the
creation, participation, and expansion of marching band programs.3 The marching band has
evolved into an artform linked with American culture and will continue to be so. A marching
band is a musical unit that performs music by shifting physical places to form different
formations, typically for sporting events, parades, and other celebrations. In The American Wind
Band: A Cultural History, Hansen states, "Modern marching bands originated in the military and
have kept much of their martial organization. Since the 1920s, Marching bands have gradually
gained popularity. They have created experiences that have been revealed over time.”4 There is
no precise record of who was the first to march to music or who developed it. Still, centuries-old
records are available for historical reference. Bowles explains that “military bands were the first
marching bands in history and these ensembles often included brass, woodwinds, and percussion
instruments.”5 The modern college marching bands that will be mentioned often began in the late

3

Wayne Bailey, Cormac Cannon, and Brandt Payne, The Complete Marching Band Resource Manual:
Techniques and Materials for Teaching, Drill Design, and Music Arranging, 3rd ed. (University of Pennsylvania
Press, 2015), 12.
4

Richard K. Hansen, The American Wind Band: A Cultural History (Chicago, Ill: GIA Publications, 2005), 37.
5

Edmund A. Bowles, “The impact of Turkish military bands on European court festivals in the 17th and
18th centuries,” Early Music 34, No. 4 (2006): 537.
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nineteenth century, founded as military bands that later became affiliated with sporting teams,
particularly in the United States.6 Following World War I, the presence of marching bands in
American schools increased as military veterans with service band experience accepted music
teaching positions in schools across the country—eventually integrating wind music and
marching band into both the educational curriculum and school culture. Because of this
transformation, many colleges have an active marching band that is pivotal to the overall
experience at these institutions.
Generally, two types of marching bands will be discussed in this thesis: Competitive and
non-competitive. Drum Corps International (DCI) bands are strictly competitive, with member
limits ranging from 128 to165. Usually, they compete yearly starting in late June, with a final
world championship in August.7 These bands compete in three different categories: World Cass,
Open Class, and International. Every year, most marching band contests are held during the fall
season to promote the art of marching. In two national-level circuits, Bands of America (BOA)
and the United States Scholastic Band Association (USSBA), high school bands from various
schools compete against one another.
The USSBA tournaments attract participation from nearly 700 schools, with 50 chosen to
compete for a national championship title in each category. The USSBA was established in 1988
to provide high school band programs with a competitive circuit featuring renowned adjudicators
from across the U.S. and a world-class venue for the annual USSBA Championship.8 BOA was

6

Bowles, “The impact of Turkish military bands on European court festivals in the 17th and 18th
centuries,” 537.
7
“DCI,” Drum Corps international, accessed March 2022,
www.dci.org.
8

“United States Scholastic Band Association,” USABANDS, accessed March 2022,
https://usbands.org.
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established in 1975 and is a regulating organization for high school marching band competitions.
It also sponsors the Grand National Championships that are held every year. In Addition, the
BOA circuit has preliminary regional and super-regional events and chooses 12 schools from
more than 90 participating schools. The top 12 bands join in the grand national championship, a
four-day tournament that determines an overall winner. Non-Competitive marching bands are
generally collegiate bands that mainly perform during football games, parades, and other
specialized events. Many of these bands proclaim to be the best at what they do, but there are no
official competitions among them to determine that proclamation officially. However, the
competitive spirit among these groups creates a non-official competition where the audiences
they entertain decide on a “winner.”
Marching bands may also be classified according to their marching style, which is
organized into three distinct styles: Military, Corps, and Traditional. Traditional style bands,
often known as show bands, play at football games and are mainly oriented toward audience
entertainment. They do not necessarily concentrate on the aesthetics of the performance like
competitive bands. They typically do a routine before the game, another at halftime, and
occasionally afterward. These performances often include several musical pieces accompanied
by formations based on Patterns in Motion, a book by band director William C. "Bill" Moffit for
contemporary drill design. Much of this type of marching band is found in PWIs and HBCUs.
Historically Black College or University marching bands hold a distinct type of show
band. HBCU bands use some variations of the classic "ankle-knee" high step, and their music is
primarily r&b, hip-hop, and current popular music.9 HBCU bands' halftime shows typically

9
W.D. Lewis, “Marching to the beat of a different drum: Performance traditions of historically black
college and university marching bands” (Master’s Thesis, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2003),
17.
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include highly choreographed dance sequences in addition to conventional military formations
and the Patterns of Motion drill methods. These bands may feature twirlers, dance lines, or flag
lines. HBCU bands are an essential element of African American musical culture. They often
exceed their affiliated football teams in popularity, which is unusual among college and high
school marching bands. Today, the halftime performance may be as popular as some games, but
the band is always conscious of the importance of musicianship and entertainment.
Another show band is the semi-military and semi-corps style utilized by some PWI
conference marching bands like Ohio State University, which has an extensive drum corps
instrumentation of only brass and percussion. These bands put on a show aimed to entertain the
audience while also including more traditional symphonic styles of music into their repertoire
(marches, film soundtracks, jazz, or older pop songs) and some current music. Big Ten style
show bands were influential in developing some of the first marching band innovations that are
now utilized in high schools and influence other colleges throughout the United States.10 Most
show bands use the conventional military band instrumentation of woodwinds, brass, and battery
percussion. Some additionally feature front ensemble pit percussion, color guard, flag, rifle, and
a dancing line.
Theoretical Framework
“Who did it first” is frequently asked during conversations about the history of marching
bands. Several documented accounts of what was executed first have impacted the future of
techniques utilized across the country. While these innovations were created to influence
marching band techniques in general, some of these innovations influenced other marching

10
John Allen Fuller, “A Descriptive Analysis of the Eleven Big Ten Conference Marching Band Programs”
(Master’s Thesis, The Ohio State University, 1995), 2.
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bands that would create nationally recognized traditions. For example, the University of
Michigan Marching Band (MMB) was the first band to perform the script “Ohio” in 1932 at the
UM vs. OSU football game.11 The Ohio State marching band performed the script Ohio 4 years
later in 1936, and it has been a beloved tradition. The Florida A&M University marching band,
also known as the “Marching 100,” was the first band to perform a dance routine in a halftime
show. Dr. William P. Foster, in his autobiography The Man Behind the Baton, states, “Our first
dance routine, I don’t know how or why it came about. It was to the tune of ‘Alexander’s
Ragtime Band.’ We were just doing steps and high-knee lifts, and people thought it was the
greatest thing on earth. Very shortly afterward, other bands started doing it.”12 Although most
college marching bands have differences, some similarities they share are common and
undeniably have influenced each other.
Statement of Problem
From the 1960s forward, many changes shaped the distinctive style of many collegiate
marching bands and high school band programs, along with some philosophies that have
changed considerably since then. Unlike marching bands in the early nineteenth century, modern
marching bands are more complicated ensembles comprised of many band members and the
addition of various auxiliaries. For about 60 years, the groundwork for marching bands was
developed and utilized by most marching bands, which continued to influence techniques and
used by various groups. Each marching band developed its unique form and style with these
incorporated techniques. Most of these techniques and styles have been tried and true since their

11
“History and Culture,” Michigan Athletics, accessed March 2022,
http://mvictors.com/showing-ohio-the-script-ohio.
12

2001). 43.

William P. Foster, The man behind the baton (Tallahassee, FL: William P. Foster Foundation, Inc.,
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incorporation, with very little text encouraging innovation and creativity. The history of
marching bands has a legitimate function, not just aesthetically but also in human
comprehension.13 Although this function of history enables us to understand the beginnings of
such traditions, methods, and techniques, it should also allow for improvements upon or the
evolution of these influential milestones, which would result in further developments. This
research will also identify a gap in resources for show-style bands, such as it relates to HBCU
band programs. It has been 55 years since Dr. William P. Foster wrote Band Pageantry (1967),
which provided organizational management and contemporary ideas for HBCU bands that are
show-style bands. The current text does not directly indicate a biased towards this band style but
does not provide extensive resources in developing concepts for this group.
Purpose Statement
This thesis aims to provide a historical and existing account of the meaningful
experiences of modern marching bands to consider what further innovation could be created.
First, it aims to understand the history and development of the modern marching band and
investigate the formative environments of PWI and HBCU marching bands, which may or may
not support a comparison between the two. Secondly, this thesis will explore the role of these
marching bands and their contributions to pedagogical techniques in current marching band
programs. Finally, the writer of this thesis hopes to inspire the creation of more text for marching
band pedagogies for traditional style marching bands and influence innovation in general. To
accomplish this, it will be necessary to conduct a thorough review of historical data and
background on various cultures and a study of previous and current text to determine where there
are potential gaps in techniques.
13

Dan Ryder, Techniques of Marching Band Show Design (Wylie, TX: Dan Ryder Field Drills, 2005), 18.
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Significance of Study
The essential meaning of evolving is to change or develop slowly, often into a better,
more complex, or more advanced state created by the process of evolution.14 Marching bands, in
general, have sustained a long, rich history of fundamentals and maintaining the traditions since
their creation. These collegiate marching band traditions and techniques have set trends in the
band world and are mimicked conceptually. Studying and exchanging knowledge on marching
band pedagogy's creative and structural aspects is critical to preserving and advancing the
relevance of the marching arts. Although there has been much literature on sound concepts and
marching band performance design, there is a need for more contemporary research on these
subjects. Specifically, a vacuum in the marching band literature exists between the mid-1980s
and the early 2000s. Since the 1980s, the complexity and sophistication of field performances for
marching bands have grown significantly;15 and only a few books have been published on the
subject. A complete examination of current approaches in marching band techniques and an
examination of how these tactics may be merged and integrated with show design components,
something that few, if any, publications have addressed, will be provided by the current
initiative.

14
“Evolving,” Merriam-Webster Dictionary, accessed May 2022,
https://www.merriam-webster.com/thesaurus/evolving.
15

27.

Wayne Markworth, The Dynamic Marching Band (Three Rivers, MI: Accent Publications, Inc., 2008),

9
Research Questions
The following research questions framed the research that was conducted and the source
material that was obtained:
RQ1: What general marching band concepts and technology can be used in
revolutionizing band pageantry?
To understand the contributions of band pageantry, several biographical literature sources are
reviewed as related to the formative contributions of these organizations and examined how
those experiences helped shape marching band techniques across the United States. Additionally
highlights the usefulness of computerized drill designing programs.
RQ2: What are the significant differences between Predominately White Institution
(PWI) and Historically Black College and University (HBCU) bands, and how do they
impact pageantry?
Most of these bands are legendary for influencing generations of marching bands during their
history. Their overall technique and showmanship are imitated even amongst themselves and
other performing groups. This framing question focused on the extraordinary impact they have
on each other and the different styles that they showcase. The writer of this thesis has included a
perspective on the differences and similarities and how a combination of these can be utilized in
developing pedagogic innovation.
Hypotheses
A possible answer to the first research question will be addressed in working hypothesis 1:
H1: General marching band concepts could revolutionize band pageantry, including show
design, marching style, and sound concepts. The use of today’s computerized drill

10
designing programs allows for creating sophisticated ideas and assists in showcasing
visualized effects.
The progressive transition emphasizes the need for innovative techniques for bands that are
culturally engaged and devoted to the evolution of their band program.
A possible answer to the second research question will be addressed in working hypothesis 2:
H2: PWI, HBCU, and other professional marching bands differ in drill design, aesthetics,
and effectiveness in their approach to marching band techniques but present similarities
that are utilized across all groups.
Though fundamentally different, the systematic evolution of the modern marching band has
created similarities that have become influential among all groups despite their style preference.
Core Concepts
Among the most influential leaders in promoting the growth and development of the
marching band program was Albert Austin Harding, director of bands at the University of
Illinois from 1905 to 1948. Harding initiated many of the practices and traditions now widely
used and accepted in college marching band programs (band instrumentation, transcriptions of
orchestral works, band performances at athletic events, and procedures for band
administration).16 Following the examples set by Harding, band directors have continued to raise
the standards of marching band performance.
The marching band has become a fixture of school music programs, contributing to the
pomp of high school and college football games, and increasing community morale. Given the
creativity and accuracy demanded by these organizations, supporters of marching bands tout the

16

Calvin E. Weber, “Albert Austin Harding: Pioneer College Bandmaster,” The Journal of Band Research
3 (1966): 5.
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benefits of involvement.17 The core concepts of this study include the necessity for evolution,
innovation, creativity, and show concepts for developing or maintaining a successful marching
band. Additional ideas for the study will be identified through core concepts displayed by Drum
Corps, Predominantly White Institution (PWI), and Historically Black College or University
(HBCU) marching bands. Finally, the research will identify similarities and differences of those
concepts, typically utilized and shared by other college marching bands and some high schools.
This thesis will expound on these recent changes and hopefully encourage further evolution
within marching band techniques. This will involve reviewing show design, drill, aesthetics,
crowd engagement, sound concepts, culture, demographics, region, and how certain PWIs and
HBCUs influence the marching bands. A study of several marching band programs will provide
a way of organization and technique to create an outstanding marching band and style of
performance. The continued application of contemporary marching methods by each influential
band has resulted in highly unique marching styles and techniques distinct from one another.
Educators should evaluate their programs and work with their strengths, regardless of
how they came to possess their concepts. Because of the unwavering efforts of earlier
figureheads and band programs, who elevated the status of marching band to extreme popularity
throughout the world and expanded the repertoire, many band programs across the nation have
gained a significant amount of influence. Even though marching bands have a long and
distinguished history, the field is still in the process of developing and growing. The use of daily
habits, such as retaining traditions from previous marching band models, rather than creating
such approaches, according to some, would be a step backward in the growth of marching bands

17
D. W. Lewis, “Marching to the beat of a different drum: Performance traditions of historically black
college and university marching bands” (Master’s Thesis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2003), 17.
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rather than forward. Informal music practices, especially marching bands, may relate to
preserving stale traditions. According to Green in Music, Informal Learning and the School: A
New Classroom Pedagogy, “Incorporating informal learning methods into a school setting is
difficult for some instructors since it clashes with their current ideas of professionalism."18
Definition of Terms
Throughout this thesis, PWI and HBCU are used interchangeably and defined as
institutions of higher learning. A PWI is an acronym for mainly white institutions
(Predominately White Institutions), which includes any institution of higher education that is not
previously designated as an HBCU (Historically Black College or University). These schools
often feature most white students with a diverse population of other races such as African
Americans, Hispanics, and Asians. A Historically Black College or University (HBCU) has
mostly black students with a small percentage of Caucasians, Asians, Hispanics, and other
ethnicities. Until 1963, when Clemson University in South Carolina became fully integrated,
black students were not permitted to attend PWIs, resulting in the establishment of HBCUs in the
early 1800s. HBCUs were established to provide an opportunity for the black community to get a
higher education, which they have accomplished and continue to do.
Big Ten Conference - The Big Ten Conference is the oldest Division I collegiate
athletic conference in the United States.
Chair Step – lifting the leg to a 90-degree angle with the thigh parallel to the ground and
the calf vertical to the ground and toes point.
Drill - the steps and positions that make up a marching band show.
Drum and Bugle Corps (DCI) - a marching band of drum players and buglers.

18

Lucy Green, Music, Informal Learning and the School: A New Classroom Pedagogy (London, UK:
Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2016), 2.
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Eight-to-Five – standard marching style defined as 8 steps for every 5 yards on a football
field using equal 22.5-inch steps.
Marching Band - a group of musicians who play instruments while marching, typically
in a parade or sports event.
Roll Step of Glide Step – keeping the legs straight while marching with the heel of the
foot into the ground first, keeping one’s toes pointed up at an angle
Set – a series of counts that are utilized in drill design for marching band.
Six-to-Five – marching style that is defined as 6 steps every 5 yards on a football field
utilizing 30-inch steps.
Summary
This chapter discussed the study's context, specifically the impact of various marching
bands and how a detailed comparison between them affects techniques. It discusses the thesis’s
objective of enriching and expanding contemporary marching band techniques encompassing
drill and show design while highlighting previous and current literature influence on band
programs throughout the United States. Additionally, this chapter discusses the study's intended
goal, the research strategy, the research questions/aims, and a description of the issue and
justification for the investigation. The following chapter highlights and recounts marching band
traditions and other notable achievements that have been influential.

14
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
This study aims to provide a historical review of the development of marching bands,
their styles, and the impact of influential moments in history that has developed techniques used
by various groups across the United States. The research will fill in gaps that will provide
resource references and educational gaps about marching bands. More importantly, facts related
to marching styles, contemporary drilling, and the influence of Predominantly White Institutions
(PWI), Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU). Various literature from the 1940s
to the current times is reviewed in this chapter and supports scholarly articles and writings (e.g.,
articles in The Instrumentalist, dissertations, theses, etc.). Subsequently, to aid the historic
foundation of the development of marching bands and the evolution of drill and show design.
Patterns of Motion Master Planning Guide: Book 1 Concepts and Basic Patterns by
William “Bill” Moffit provides fundamental aspects that include essential marching band
elements that, in different combinations, create kaleidoscopic and geometrical formations
moving in four-person squads and moving away from the traditional military marching
techniques. Basic Maneuvers and Evolutions: Exhibition Marching, Vol. 1&2 by A.R. Casavant,
former band director at Chattanooga High School, created much of a new style of precision
drilling and published several other books about this type of drilling and was the trailblazer for
this unique style. The System is an essential marching band technique book covering all aspects
of a successful marching band program written by Gary E. Smith, former Associate Director of
Bands and Director of the Marching Illini. Techniques of Marching Band Show Designing,
written by Dan Ryder, a professional show designer and clinician, provides broad topics on
becoming a drill and show designer. The Complete Marching Band Resource Manual was
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written by co-authors Wayne Bailey, Cormac Cannon, and Brandt Payne and supplemented with
arrangements, exercises, and various drill charts.
History and Development
The term "band" derives from the Middle French word bande, which means "troop" in
English. The most notable distinction between a band and an orchestra is that musicians who
play in a band play brass, woodwind, and percussion instruments, while individuals who
participate in an orchestra play only stringed instruments. In addition, the term "band" is utilized
to designate a group of individuals who perform together, such as jazz bands, rock bands, or
marching bands, in the base content of this thesis. The term can also refer to a particular
instrument performed by a group of people, such as brass bands. Bands are said to have
developed in Germany in the 15th century, with most instruments being bassoons and oboes.
However, through continuous research, the writer of this thesis has found that the roots of
marching bands are much deeper in content than just in the 15th century. Foster writes, “The
history of the marching band reveals itself to be much more than merely a history of men
walking around playing wind instruments. In its early stages, it is a chronicle of instrumental
music.”19 First marching bands were precursors of current orchestral and chamber music and
today's marching bands. Because of this, marching band history should not be studied in
isolation from that of the concert band or other contemporary instrumental performance
organizations.
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Ancient Times
There are more references to the trumpet in the Bible's Old and New Testaments than any
musical instrument. Unfortunately, due to a lack of precise translation, the term "trumpet" in the
Bible is commonly misunderstood as a shofar. It might be a chatsoserot (silver trumpet) or a
salpinx (Greek New Testament trumpet).20 A shofar is a rams-horn trumpet-sounding instrument
used by ancient Jewish in religious ceremonies and as a battle signal, unlike the chatsoserot and
salpinx, which are both man-made.21 The ancient Greeks had six distinct varieties of trumpets or
horns. The salpinx was the most well-known since they utilized it during the siege of Troy.
Trumpet playing became a prominent art form among the Greeks, and trumpet competitions were
first included in their Olympic games in 396 BCE. These competitions were evaluated not on the
contestants' musical ability but on the sound volume they made.
Additionally, the Greeks utilized a rhythmic procession with musical accompaniment for
their tragedies, entrances, and departures. Perhaps the earliest known examples of "performance"
marching, as opposed to "utilitarian" marching or the movement of soldiers.22 Sears explains in
Understanding Greek Warfare:
We know the Roman armies marched to the rhythmic pulse of military-type music. One
of the earliest military bands was formed by Servius Tullius (570 B.C.), who introduced
the bronze trumpet into the Roman army. The Romans developed three military trumpets
and horns: the conru, the lituus, and the tuba. When Rome was finally conquered, the
victorious Europeans presumably carried examples of Roman trumpets back to their
homes introducing these instruments to that part of the world.23
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In the eleventh century, trumpets were popular with military formations because of their mobility
and carrying capability. While the fife, piper, and drums were associated with foot troops, the
calvary battalions became the only ones to use them.
Minstrels and Guilds
Europe was full of roaming thespians known as minstrels. From the twelfth century
through the seventeenth century, the word minstrel was used to describe a professional performer
of any type. Besides playing an instrument, minstrels sometimes performed as jugglers, acrobats,
and storytellers.24 However, even though they no longer exist, minstrels played a significant part
in history and were formerly widespread throughout Europe. Minstrels were known by many
names across the world. Minnesingers were the German term for them; in France, they were
referred to as troubadours and jongleurs, and skalds were the name given to the Scandinavian
minstrels. While English minstrels were known as scops, the Irish referred to them as bards.25
Singing and playing an instrument were the primary responsibilities of minstrels. However,
several European musicians who had settled in cities in the thirteenth century did not want to be
categorized with the roaming minstrels. Eventually, they organized guilds to defend each other,
and these groups became known as guilds. In Medieval Minstrels: History & Significance,
Anderson writes that “guilds of this sort were established across Europe's major cities beginning
in Vienna in 1288. Later, these cities started forming their bands to fill the void left by roaming
musicians in which the cities banned them from performing inside their borders.26 Foster
explains:
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Thus, the first seeds of our modern bands were sown in these little groups. They were led
by a regular artisan, or Stadtpfeifer, and comprised four performers plus several
apprentices. Their instrumentation was usually limited to fifes, flutes, shalmes (a soprano
instrument in the oboe family), bombard (a sort of tenor or bass oboe), zinks, bagpipes,
viols, and drums. They played instruments that were required for the occasion-strings,
woodwinds, or brasses, depending on whether the event was indoors or out; marching,
standing, or seated; a civic celebration, a wedding, or a funeral.27
Guild processions and rituals of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries continued to be
accompanied by the development of music. In Germany, brass instrument playing exploded
during this period. The official or semi-official musical concerts in many German and Austrian
towns became a source of pride. They performed at all key civic and academic events in addition
to funerals and marriages. In his book The Wind Band, Goldman writes, “these tower musicians
were in many real senses the precursors of the civilian concert bands we know today.”28 By the
time of Bach, they were performing chorales and supplying music for all these events. The music
performed at these events was composed and written by prominent musicians such as Andrea
Gabrielli, Giovanni Gabrielli, and Johann Pezel. As a Renaissance composer and organist in
Venice, Andrea Gabrielli was noted for his madrigals and large-scale choral and instrumental
music for public celebrations. He is recognized as one of the first composers to have written for
military bands. Giovanni Gabrielli composed Sonata Pian e Forte, the first composed work
written for prescribed instrumentation. Johann Pezel composed musical pieces for these minstrel
groups to perform on non-sacred occasions.29 Many of these compositions are still in publication
and are played by several wind band groups. Foster states that “the marching band as we know it
today may be said to stem partly from the fifes, drums, and trumpets associated with the
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European courts and armies, partly from the ensembles of similar instruments used for secular
music in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The eventual modification and merging of these
two usages resulted in the prototype of the military band.”30
Changes and Development of Band Instrumentation
Since the dawn of recorded history, primitive flutes (pipes), stringed instruments,
trumpets, and drums have existed. Refining these ancient instruments and creating or producing
new ones drives the inquiry into the historical evolution of the current marching band. Bands
have evolved from the usage of medieval trumpets and drums to more sophisticated guild
groupings in the eighteenth century. Because of the success of the Turkish Janissary bands, the
trumpet eventually lost its "reserved" status. It was incorporated into infantry bands and
numerous percussion instrumentals such as cymbals and triangles.31 Janissary music, often
known as Turkish music, is the music of the Turkish military establishment, notably the
Janissaries, an elite corps of royal bodyguards; in a broader sense, a specific repertoire of
European music derived from purposeful copying of the Janissaries' music. In World Music: A
Global Journey, Miller states that “Janissary music is distinguished by the employment of a
wide range of drums and bells, and the combination of the bass drum, triangle, and cymbals.
Janissary music first arrived in Europe around 1720, when it was adopted by the army of Polish
monarch Augustus II.”32
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Instruments were experiencing frequent and substantial alterations and advancements.
The flute had become conical and hence tunable. In 1812, Blumel invented the piston valve,
which transformed the world of brass instruments. In 1832, Theobald Boehm finalized his ringkey method, which was developed for the flute but adapted by Klosé and Buffet for the clarinet.
Wind instruments improved via the efforts of composers and the labor of inventors, designers,
and artisans such as Blumel, Stoelsel, Boehm, Klosé, Buffet, Wieprecht, Heckel, Sax, and others
in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century.
A nineteenth-century Prussian military band commander, Wilhelm Wieprecht, did not
hold the keyed bugles in high esteem, which were in use in most military bands then. He
abandoned those instruments in favor of brass instruments that used Blumel's piston valve
mechanisms. He is responsible for creating the first satisfactory tuba by experimenting with
Blumel's piston valve method. With this implementation, his band quickly became the standard
for all Prussian military bands. His contribution to the development of improved instruments was
substantial. Before going to Paris in 1841, Adolphe Sax was a successful instrument builder in
Belgium, creating and producing a successful bass clarinet. Aside from designing and making
the saxophone that bears his name, he also adapted an improved valve to all brass instruments,
which he paired in a family known as saxhorns (saxotromba, saxhorn, and saxtuba).33 The
instruments were not innovations but rather an upgrade and unification of previously used alto
horns, euphoniums, and tubas that had been difficult to mix or play in tune. Ingham states in The
Cambridge Companion to the Saxophone, “sax's work influenced the development of current
baritones and tubas.”34
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Development of Bands in America
In America, instrumental music was considered a luxury rather than a need.
Consequently, bands of any type were not permitted to perform by the Puritans or the Quakers.
The Germans, Dutch, and Swedes brought their musical history to the new nation.35 The first
mention of a band performance in America was discovered in the 1630s when a Dutch band
performed in New Amsterdam, New York. Josiah Flagg, a composer, was the first well-known
bandleader in America and credited for being the first in America to connect sacred and secular
music. In 1773, Flagg formed a militia band of wind instrumentalists who performed many
performances in Boston with a group of approximately fifty musicians. Under the leadership of
General Washington, Ethan Allen and his Green Mountain Boys are cited as an example of early
band-related festivities or performances who performed an exciting fife and drum performance to
commemorate their triumph at Fort Ticonderoga after their seize.36
There were civilian bands that had no military affiliation or support. This type of band is
recognized as a marching band instead of an army band and was led by individuals like David
W. Reeves, who had a reputation for developing the greatest marching band of all time in the
1800s.37 Ned Kendall was a conductor and musician specializing in the keyed bugle.
Withstanding a trumpet-playing duel with Patrick Gilmore, the former bandleader of the Boston
Brigade Band earned him a reputation as a pioneer in all-brass ensembles.38 Kendall organized or
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assumed command of the Boston Brass Band, recognized for its militant appearance and
precision marching.
Military Bands
A military band is a group of individuals that provide musical support for military
activities, most often for the armed services. The wind and percussion instruments make up most
of a conventional military band. Ottoman military bands are the world's oldest marching band,
going back to the 13th century.39 Initially, military bands were employed to command soldiers on
the battlefield, using instruments such as drums, bugles, and fifes. As warfare's communication
technologies evolved, the employment of tools on the battlefield as signaling devices became
obsolete. Military bands were relegated to a ceremonial duty, entertaining soldiers, and
performing for the community. As its function evolved, so did its instrumentation. Various
instruments were used to perform orchestral transcriptions, which comprised most of the early
wind band repertory. These military bands developed into contemporary drum and bugle corps,
which aided in expanding the concert band concept.
Some of the earliest forms of military marching came from the bands of the armed forces.
For example, The Old Guard Fife and Drum Corps, founded in 1960, is one of the most
distinguished bands in the United States Army. It depicts what a military band was at its creation.
The 3rd United States Infantry Regiment (The Old Guard), the Army's designated ceremonial
regiment and escort of the President of the United States, receives musical accompaniment from
the corps. Additionally, the Fife and Drum Corps performs at the White House, Pentagon, and
military events around the United States Capitol and represents the United States Army in
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national and international engagements. The Bugle Instrumentalist position in this band
necessitates using a single valve B-flat bugle as the only instrument. Buglers are often called
upon to assist with military funerals and their performance duties with the corps.
Patrick S. Gilmore
Some of America's first trailblazers were the conductors of the country's first bands or
marching Brass Bands, and while Sousa was undoubtedly one of them, he was not the first.
Patrick S. Gilmore, the first American band leader Sousa adored and described as unmatched, is
often referred to as the “Father of the American Band.” He was also dubbed America's Greatest
Bandleader and The People's Musician. He achieved fame as a cornet soloist and joined the
Salem Brigade Band in 1853, considered the greatest in America at the time. The Salem Brass
Band was the first band from that area to march down Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington D.C.
for the inauguration of President James Buchannan, the 15th President of the United States.
Gilmore was appointed conductor of the Boston Brigade Band and later renamed it Patrick
Gilmore's Band in 1858 after reorganizing the Boston Brigade Band. The band had two
woodwinds for every brass instrument. The format of this ensemble served as the prototype for
the modern concert band.40 Gilmore's Band enlisted in the Union Army in 1861, and in 1863
Governor Andrews of Massachusetts appointed Gilmore in charge of training bands throughout
Massachusetts, and he established over 20 bands.
Despite his widespread popularity as a composer and bandleader, his finest
accomplishment was organizing and leading two of the world's largest music festivals. After the
war was over and his duties were completed, by the request of President Lincoln, Gilmore
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arranged a celebration in New Orleans called the National Peace Jubilee, which featured the first
use of a cannon during a performance and featured 500 musicians and 5,000 singers. Inspired by
the popularity of the New Orleans event, Gilmore's World Peace Festival, held in Cooley Square
on the Boston Common in 1872, doubled the number of musicians and singers from the New
Orleans event, which was Boston's most significant social event of the century. For sheer
numbers of performers, nothing has ever surpassed the World Peace Festival, which consisted of
2,000 musicians and a chorus of 20,000 voices. In addition, he brought together leading bands
from England, France, Germany, Belgium, and Ireland. Including an Irish band he recruited to
represent his homeland after England insisted on sending only one band to represent them, of
which Ireland at the time was a part of the union. Such was the power of Gilmore’s name; he not
only attracted the world’s best musicians and singers, but he even convinced the renowned waltz
king, Johann Strauss, to compose and direct a unique piece, The Jubilee Waltz, for the
occasion.41
Gilmore relocated to New York after the festival and became the bandleader of the 22nd
Regiment Band. He developed this group as one of the best bands in the history of American
music. He was also the bandleader for other national festivities, including Philadelphia's July 4th
Centennial in 1876, Manhattan Beach's amusement park inaugurated in 1979, and the Statue of
Liberty's Dedication in 1886. In 1888 with this band, Gilmore established the gathering in Times
Square at midnight on December 31st to welcome the New Year, where Gilmore would fire two
pistols into the air at midnight to bring in the New Year. Gilmore also founded Gilmore's
Concert Garden in New York (the original Madison Square Garden), where they performed
nightly in front of large crowds. By 1889 there was a record of 10,000 active bands in the United
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States. By the time of the 24th President of the United States Grover Cleveland’s inaugural
parade, 71 bands were in participation.
John Phillip Sousa
Continuing the popularity that Gilmore established in the Band world was his successor
John Phillip Sousa. He began playing the violin and then different band instruments at the age of
six. He also studied harmony and musical theory with John Esputa and George Felix Benkert. In
1867 Sousa followed in the footsteps of his father's job as a trombonist but eventually accepted
performances as an orchestral violinist, served as a conductor, and began composing music. In
1868, he joined the United States Marine Corps as an apprentice in the Marine Band. From 1880
until 1892, he led this ensemble, which he pushed to a superior level of performance while
establishing a fearsome reputation as a bandmaster of exceptional accuracy. After Gilmore died
in 1892, Sousa organized his band and carefully picked an ensemble capable of equal skill in
both military and symphonic music. With it, he toured the United States and Europe (1900-05)
and eventually embarked on a world tour (1910-11).
While continuing some recognizable formats that Gilmore established, Sousa worked
hard on further establishing a different sound for bands. Foster writes, “Sousa continued to refine
the band’s sound, adding more flutes in place of Eb Clarinets, and dropping the soprano
saxophone, contrabassoon, Eb soprano cornetto, flugelhorns, and the tenor horns.”42 He
continues:
Gilmore’s band instrumentation consisted of two piccolos, two flutes, two oboes, one Ab
piccolo clarinet, three Eb clarinets (eight first, four second, and four thirds), one alto and
one bass clarinet, one soprano, one alto, one tenor, and one bass (or baritone) saxophone,
two bassoons, one contra bassoon, one Eb soprano cornetto, two first and two second Bb
cornets, two Bb trumpets, two flugelhorns, four French horns, two Bb alto horns, two Bb
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tenor horns, two euphoniums, three trombones, five bombardons (or basses), three drums
and cymbals.43
Foster also explains:
Sousa’s band instrumentation consisted of six piccolos, two oboes, one English horn,
twenty-six Bb clarinets, pone alto clarinet, two bass clarinets, two bassoons, four alto
saxophones, two tenor saxophones, one baritone saxophone, one bass saxophone, six
cornets, two trumpets, four French horns, four trombones, two euphoniums, six
sousaphones, and three percussionists.44
Eventually, Sousa’s band instrumentation became the standard that most bands followed
and ultimately established as the basic concert band format. The sousaphone was later added to
the band's instrumentation, replacing the hélicon. Hélicons are from the saxhorn family and were
first used in calvary and artillery bands and later in military bands.45 Sousa desired something
more appropriate for a concert band. This ideal instrument would project sound above, over, and
into the audience to resemble a concert tuba. By the request of Sousa, in 1893, James Welsh
Pepper developed the first sousaphone prototype, which is affectionately referred to as the “rain
catcher.”46 Sousa suggested that the bore could be widened and a bell that would face upward,
creating a warmer tone. In 1898 C.G. Conn developed another model of the sousaphone with a
rotating or fixed detachable bell that faced forward, which became the preferred model for Sousa
and is now commonly used in marching bands.
Sousa is an outstanding bandleader but is mainly known for the 136 military marches,
several of which are notable for their rhythmic and instrumental effects. "The Stars and Stripes
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Forever" (National March of the United States of America), "Semper Fidelis" (official march of
the United States Marine Corps), "The Liberty Bell," "The Thunderer," and "The Washington
Post" are among his best-known marches. "The Washington Post" (1889), "The Liberty Bell"
(1893), and "The Stars and Stripes Forever" (1894) are among them. Between 1879 and 1915, he
composed 11 operettas, the most successful of which were El Capitan (1896), The Bride Elect
(1897), and The Free Lance (1906). At least 70 songs, 12 dance pieces, 11 waltzes, 11 suites, 27
fantasies, and 14 humoresques.47 Sousa was also partly responsible for creating performance
situations that kept professional bands relative and a part of the American entertainment platform
before the age of mass entertainment such as television and radio.
Professional Bands to Scholastic Bands
Outside of military branch bands, during the early 1900s, a massive number of
professional bands around the United States started to diminish in popularity while losing
financial support to sustain their organizations. Most universities and high schools were
established during this era and began to develop their own comprehensive instrumental music
program. Along with this development came the introduction of American football as an athletic
event and another source of entertainment for a large group of people in one setting. Football is
one of the most popular sports in the United States today, originating from the sport rugby;
football was brought to the United States, and the first American football game ever played was
played by Rutgers and New Jersey (later known as Princeton) on November 6, 1869.48
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During the first half of the twentieth century, college football rose in popularity as it
established itself as the dominant form of sport in the United States. Bowl games, a tradition in
college football, drew a national audience to see collegiate teams compete. Foster states, “As the
game of football became more and more an important sociological event in various colleges and
high schools, the demand for better music and better entertainment at these events grew,”49 thus
ushering in a new era for instrumental ensembles as school bands grew popular along with their
respective football teams to become participating representatives of their institutions. Such as the
public perception of military bands was passed down to professional bands during the Gilmore
and Sousa era; it is now passed down to the modern-day marching band as they continued
military traditions and innovated the art form of marching bands.
The Modern Marching Band
When it comes to instrumental music, a marching band is a collection of instrumental
players that often perform outside and incorporates some marching or other movements into their
musical performance. Brass, woodwinds, and percussion instruments are often used in the
instrumentation, and the music typically has a solid rhythmic component that is appropriate for
marching. While a marching band not only plays musical compositions and arrangements but
also entertains the audience with extravagant steps and motions that combine to form a moving
musical ensemble, sometimes generating designs as varied as abstract formations, letters, logos,
and even animated images. In addition to their regular parade performances, several marching
bands often perform field performances at special events such as football games or marching
band competitions.
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Brief History of Predominately White Institution Bands
As part of the historical review, it would be sufficient to say that the nation’s oldest
institutions are Predominately White Institutions (PWI). The nation’s oldest University is that of
Harvard University, established in 1636 and chartered in 1650. Although Harvard is the oldest
institution in the United States, a university band did not form until 1919. Other institutions had
already made their place in American history by this time. The University of Notre Dame was
founded in 1842 and created the nation’s first university band in 1845, who attended the
University’s first football game in 1887 against Michigan. In the early days of college football,
bands were already in existence and capable of entertaining football spectators. It was a matter of
time until the band's entertainment component found its way into the game environment. During
the early years of marching bands, the Big Ten conference bands are reminiscent of one’s typical
collegiate marching band in appearance and sound and responsible for creating marching band
showmanship fundamentals currently utilized. These bands are widely recognized across the
country as the finest and where you will find some of the most impressive stadiums in the nation.
As the bands march closer to the stadium, the nation's most well-known collegiate fight songs
can be heard in the background. Although many other notable bands are in different national
conferences, the Big The conference boasts many of America’s original collegiate marching
bands.
University of Notre Dame
The Band of the Fighting Irish of the University of Notre Dame is the oldest university
band in America. It was founded in 1845 and existed forty-one years before the University
played its first football game.50 The Band of the Fighting Irish has a unique portion of their
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auxiliary called the Irish Guard. In 1949 H. Lee Hope, the band's former director came up with
incorporating more color into the band while keeping the dignity expected of the band’s
traditions. As a result, the uniform of the Irish Guard, which was based on the traditional Irish
kilt, is one of the most distinctive aspects of the band's image.
University of Illinois
The University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign band is called the Marching Illini (MI),
with its university band’s foundation starting in 1868 with just a tenor, a bass drum, and a fife.
During the band’s beginning phases, they would play for the baseball and later the football
teams. Albert Austin Harding, a pioneering collegiate bandmaster who had previously served as
director of the University of Illinois Band, founded the University of Illinois Band or what we
know as the Marching Illini in September 1905.51 In addition, Harding's efforts are recognized as
the first significant impact on forming high school and college bands in the United States.52 The
Marching Illini were initially formed as a military band, like many other bands throughout
history. During a 1907 game versus the University of Chicago, the Marching Illini became the
first university marching band to perform a halftime presentation at a football game using
floating letters. Harding had a close relationship with John Phillip Sousa, as history would have
it, which shows the historical lineage that professional bands impacted collegiate band programs.
Sousa and Harding had a relationship that flourished personally and professionally until Sousa
died in 1932. In The Journal of Band Research, Webber writes:
Director Harding also greatly admired the “March King” John Philip Sousa, and history
shows that, from the bandleader’s perspective, the admiration was mutual. Sousa
composed the “University of Illinois March” for Harding in 1929 and recognized the
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University of Illinois Band as the “world’s greatest college band.” In fact, Sousa was so
impressed with Harding’s organization of the band library at Illinois that the composer’s
family bequeathed his personal library of band music to the University Bands. It arrived
in 1932 in39 wooden trunks and two boxes, weighing over 9,170 pounds!53
For their performance, the University of Illinois band created a series of complex formations that
had never been attempted. When it came to music, Harding was particular about the quality and
precision of the marching band. Harding is regarded as a trailblazer in the trend that elevated the
prominence of marching band performances at football games. The Illini Marching Band set the
bar high regarding musical quality and marching efficiency among marching bands.
Michigan State University
The Michigan State University marching band, known as the Spartan Marching Band
(SMB), started in 1870 as a student-led organization and later reorganized as a cadet military
group in 1870.54 Leonard Falcone, the band's long-time director, is responsible for much of the
band's rich history and legacy. The directors of the SMB that succeeded Falcone maintained the
change while continuing valued traditions that are still recognizable in performance today. Bill
Moffit served as the band's assistant director from 1960 to 1969, working with Falcone. A 4person squad structure was the basis for Moffit's "Patterns in Motion" drill movement idea,
which includes the current pre-game show design performed by the band.
Ohio State University
The Ohio State University marching band (OSUMB) is affectionally nicknamed The Best
Damn Band In The Land (TBDBITL), was formed in 1878, and is the most prominent all-brass
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and percussion band in existence. The OSUMB's first band director was Gustav Bruder from
1896 to 1928. Eugene J. Weigel was appointed band director in 1928, the same year the Ramp
Entrance was first created, and has remained essentially intact since then. The brass and
percussion instrumentation, which resembles a British brass band, floating and dynamic
formations, the uniforms, and Script Ohio were all established under Weigel's leadership.55 The
band separated from the ROTC in 1952 and became part of the School of Music. As a result, the
band started to explore more current musical approaches, which finally led to the release of the
band's arrangement of "Hang On, Sloopy" in 1965.56 “Script Ohio,” was first performed by the
OSUMB in 1936; although the Michigan Band first formed a version of the Script Ohio idea in
1932, it is one of the marching band's hallmarks. The band starts in the "Block O" shape; the
drum major then leads a "peeling-off" command that snakes over the field, producing the letters
"OHIO" in cursive, to the music of "Le Regiment de Sambre et Meuse."57 The drum major
guides a sousaphone player to stand as the dot of the I at the end of this drill motion. Although
initially done by a trumpet player, dotting the “I” is a prestigious distinction, usually awarded to
a senior sousaphone player.
University of Nebraska
Founded in 1979 as a small ROTC band, The University of Nebraska Cornhusker
Marching Band, also known as the Marching Red or the Pride of All Nebraska, is among the
oldest university bands in the country. Since its founding in 1885 as a regimental military-type
band with only 11 members, the University of Wisconsin Marching Band, known as the Badger
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Band, has been a part of the University's athletics program. When the band started to get bigger,
it was split into two bands to give the concert band players a break. This is how the present-day
band was formed, with only 100 members participating in most of the athletic events at the
university, which Edson W. Morphy led. Raymond F. Dvorak, a former member of the Goldman
and John Philip Sousa bands, took over as director of the band in 1934. He increased the band
size to 120 members and implemented innovative techniques, including a traditional ramp entry
for pre-game and animated formations.58
Purdue University
Purdue University is the home of the university band, the Purdue “All-American Band”
(AAMB). The university band started in 1886 with only five students that eventually grew to 50
members over time but went without a director to lead the group until 1904 when Paul S. Emrick
was selected as band president and band director the following year. In 1907, the AAMB defied
the military custom of rank marching by marching in letter formations on the field during a
performance. The Purdue marching band is recognized as the first marching band to create a
block letter (P) and formed at pre-game since its creation. 59 The AAMB is the first band to carry
banners with all the colors of the rival teams in the conference and play the visiting school's fight
song before the game. This is a Big Ten custom that every other band has adopted in the
conference and is a distinct Big Ten tradition. Other notable accomplishments include the
creation of "The World's Largest Bass Drum," which stands over 10 feet tall and has been a part
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of the band since 1921.60 While performing halftime during the Northwestern game in 1935, the
band wore lights on their uniforms while the stadium lights were turned off during halftime. For
this performance, a radio broadcaster named Ted Husing said they were “truly an All-American
Band,” where the band's nickname originated.61
University of Minnesota
The University of Minnesota Marching Band (UMMB) began in 1892 as the University
29 member Cadet Band, acting as an integral element of the university cadet corps and stationed
in the newly constructed University of Minnesota Armory in 1896. The band presented their first
halftime field performance at Northrop Field during the 1910 football season.62 Among the
formations in the band’s first pre-game show was the "Block M," which has since become the
University's emblem. The first notable shift occurred in 1918 when the Minnesota Band merged
with the local army band to become the state's first regiment. Also, in 1918, a second regiment of
the Minnesota Band was formed but was deactivated later that year. Following the war effort, all
students in either band were welcome to rejoin a newly formed University Band, which omitted
the term "cadet" from its title. The pregame display by the University of Minnesota Marching
Band ranks among the nation's most prolonged and most complicated. It is roughly 17 minutes in
length and has over 75 pages of drill while utilizing its unique chair-step marching technique.
Since 1961, the pre-game show also includes the “swinging gates” portion, where the
University’s ROTC color guard and the drum major march down the center of the field while the
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band executes the opening and closing of “gates” as they march through. Finally, the show ended
with the rotation of the block “M” formation towards the student section.63
University of Michigan
The University of Michigan Marching band, simply called the Michigan Marching Band
(MMB), was founded in 1896 as a student-run organization. The band fought to exist for nearly
two decades because of improper funding. Throughout the fall, it was not uncommon to see band
members "passing the bucket" on the streets of Ann Arbor, attempting to gather the required
finances to support the band. Without University backing or financial stability, the band's yearto-year survival was entirely dependent on the generosity of the campus community and the
foresight of the band's leader.64 Nicholas Falcone was named conductor of the University of
Michigan Band in 1927. With Falcone's appointment, the Michigan Bands' musical and
marching ability reached new heights. Falcone expanded the band's size and transformed it into a
harmonious ensemble notable for impeccable execution. Besides being an exceptional musician,
Falcone was a person of immense bravery and integrity. Despite widespread opposition at the
time in Ann Arbor, he accepted African Americans and women into the band.
William D. Revelli was the band director from 1935 to1971 along with Harold Ferguson
and Jack Lee and started to make considerable modifications to the band's marching technique,
including quicker tempos and the abolition of the conventional military step and using 200 beats
per minute (bpm) steps during the pre-game tunnel entrance. In 1982, the University of Michigan
Marching Band was the first to receive the Sudler Trophy, a prestigious trophy awarded to the
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nation’s finest marching bands. The MMB received the moniker "The Transcontinental Band" in
1950 after performing simultaneously at Pasadena's Rose Bowl and New York's Yankee
Stadium. Additionally, this band was the first from the Big Ten to play at a Super Bowl in
1973.65
Pennsylvania State University
Pennsylvania State University (Penn State) is home to its famous marching band known
as the Blue Band. Starting as a six-member drum and bugle corps, the Blue Band dates to 1899,
organized by a student named George H. Deike. In the summer of 1901, they formed a brass
band thanks to a grant from steel magnate and Penn State College Board of Trustees member
Andrew Carnegie.66 The band was student ran up until the appointment of their first band
director Edwin Sparks a graduate of Ohio State University, where he served as the student
president of the marching band.67 The band's brown/khaki military uniforms were replaced with
new blue uniforms. However, they only received approximately 50 of them, so only the best
players were given the new uniforms for appearances at big social gatherings and football games.
With the band poised in blue attire is how the band gained the name of the “Blue Band” and has
been their nickname ever since.
In 1963 new dual-purpose uniforms were bought to serve as the concert band's standard
outfit as a wool suit. However, by adding white gloves, spats, a cap, and a plastic overlay, the
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marching band could seem radically different.68 Other notable moments in this band’s history
were the creation of the floating lions drill in 1965 for the pre-game performance and the Drum
Major flip, which was initially a backflip done by Jeff Robertson in 1971, then later changed to a
front flip back Ron Louder in 1977. Majorettes were added to the band in 1972, following
women joining the band in 1973. The flag corps was already a part of the band, but their
performance standards as part of the band were repurposed in 1974. Initially, alternates held the
flag on the field during a performance, but Colleen Rickebacher developed routines for the corps
instead. The featured twirler was given the name “Blue Sapphire,” which changed from the
original name “Star Sapphire” in 1978, and years that followed, in 1989; the Blue Band had its
first black male twirler by the name of Jon Mitchell. Added to the band’s rich history in 1990
was the first black male drum major by the name of Mike Harrell.69
University of Iowa
The Hawkeye Marching Band (HMB) was established in 1881 to provide musical
accompaniment for the University of Iowa State Battalion. The band members received the same
training as their military colleagues during this time. However, the military and band eventually
evolved into distinct entities throughout the years. As a result of this developing schism between
the two groups, by 1929, the marching band had evolved into a form of entertainment rather than
a military unit.70 Morgan Jones took over as director of the Hawkeye Marching Band in 1973;
altered the band's style and appearance. Jones supplemented the main twirler with a line of flag
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color guards and six more twirlers. Jones changed the band’s musical style by experimenting
with various musical genres, including relaxing, calm music and loud, fast-paced music, as well
as field displays that included abstract formations and identifiable patterns. Much like other Big
Ten marching bands, the HMB marches in two styles: the traditional high-chair step marching
style, used during pregame performances, parades, and when exiting the field following halftime
performances, as well as the lengthy drum cadence known as "The Series"; and the modern glide
step marching style, which is used during halftime performances. Additionally, band members
must simultaneously swing their shoulders and instruments from side to side at 45-degree angles
while marching, a "Swagger."
Northwestern University
Northwestern's first university-sponsored marching band, known as the Northwestern
University Wildcat Marching Band (NUMB), was formed in 1911 and is one of the younger
established bands in the Big Ten. Their numbers fluctuated under student control until 1926,
when they were placed under the School of Music administration.71 Glenn Cliffe Bainum, the
band's first director, took over in 1926 and established various halftime drill patterns. While
serving as director of bands at Northwestern University in the 1920s, Glenn Cliff Bainum is
recognized as one of the most significant pioneers in creating marching bands. Bainum was one
of the first inventors to replicate field charts based on five-yard intervals of the football field to
chart band formations.72 Most college marching bands still follow this tradition and are a
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standard of practice. The NUMB also utilizes a chair-step marching style and a glide step for
their performances.
The Changing Role of the Marching Band
In the 1930s, many college and university marching bands emerged on the national stage.
The creation of fight songs was primarily motivated by the desire to increase school spirit on
college campuses, and many of these tunes were eventually published. Haynie states in The
Changing Role of the Band in American College and University, "A more aggressive style of
football was developed around the same period as well. Because of this, the game's pace picked
up, and the atmosphere became much more exciting.”73 Many people attended games, and
marching bands became a significant element of the football experience. As time progressed and
the success of marching bands started to grow, pageantry (picture formations) grew increasingly
prevalent as the size of the marching bands increased.74 Adding an element of entertainment for
the football fans at halftime.
These Big Ten bands are highly recognized and responsible for numerous innovations in
the craft of marching bands. Many of them have been awarded the Sudler Trophy by the Sousa
Foundation. The John Phillip Sousa Foundation website stated, “The purpose of the Sudler
Trophy is to identify and recognize collegiate marching bands of particular excellence that have
made outstanding contributions to the American way of life.”75 Those bands are The University
of Michigan (MMB) 1982, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Marching Illini 1983,
The Ohio State University Marching Band (OSMB or TBDBITL) 1984, Michigan State
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University (SMB), 1998, University of Iowa (HMB) 1990, Northwestern University (NUMB)
1992, Purdue University (AAMB) 1995, University of Nebraska-Lincoln (CMB) 1996, Penn
State University Blue Band 2005, Indiana University Bloomington Marching Hundred 2007, and
the University of Notre Dame 2011 out of a total of thirty-one bands year-to-date.
Other notable bands include: the University of Texas at Austin, University of Kansas,
Arizona State University, University of California Los Angles, University of Southern
California, James Madison University, West Virginia University, University of Massachusetts,
Texas Tech University, University of Georgia, Louisiana State University, University of
Alabama, Auburn University, University of Arkansas, Indiana University, Western Carolina
University, University of Florida, West Chester University, and Jacksonville State University.
Brief History of Historically Black College and University Bands
The majority of HBCU bands began in the segregated South. As a result, various
opponents and even a few laws banned these Black bands from performing.76 After the founding
of black universities, African American musicians were not given many chances to participate in
big university instrumental groups, as was the case for white musicians at PWIs. However, as the
formation of black universities gained prominence, these institutions started to draw some of the
nation's most talented African American musicians to their campuses. Black colleges first
established small bands to recruit students and raise funds for their institutions.77 In addition,
most early college bands were operated by students and were often a part of many institutions’
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military departments.78 It was described how many early black collegiate band programs were
first established at teaching, vocational, and technological institutions, such as the Kentucky
Normal and Industrial Institute for Colored Persons (Kentucky State University), The Normal
School for Colored Folks (Alabama State University), and State Normal and Industrial College
for Colored Students (Florida A&M University). However, some of the earliest black collegiate
marching bands were established in 1890 at Alabama Agriculture and Mechanical College
(AAMC), in 1892 at Florida A&M College (FAMC), and in 1895 on the campus of Tuskegee
Normal School for Colored Teachers (Tuskegee University).79
Many of the HBCU bands started similarly to the PWI bands. “During the early years of
developing band programs at Negro colleges circa1890, many novice instrumental programs
were not well supported financially and lacked artistic and musical guidance because of the
absence of a well-trained band director.”80 For example, members of the Tuskegee Normal
School (Tuskegee University) Brass Band articulated in a letter to their president that the band
program lacked support from the administration. According to the Booker T. Washington Papers
Volume 6, students at the Tuskegee Normal School band needed instruments, music stands, and
other vital resources to run an effective band program.81 In the letter, the students also expressed
the Tuskegee faculty’s lack of appreciation and confusion about who was directing the band.
Many black and white band programs were student leaders in the late 19th century; however,
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many college administrators began to witness the musical creativity of professional minstrel
bands. Black college programs began to recruit talented musicians to lead their programs into the
20th century and further build their music programs.82
Alabama A&M University
After years of growth and evolution, the exceptional musical characteristics of minstrel
bands in the early 1900s would serve as the basis for the creation and development of many
black college band programs in the Southern United States. While the establishment of black
college bands was still in its early stages, several college administrators recruited top-level
musicians from the minstrel bands to lead their college band programs. A notable example of this
group of artists was the legendary blues cornetist W.C. Handy. After seeing Handy play with the
Mahara's Minstrel Band on June 29th, 1900, the Alabama Agriculture and Mechanical College
(AAMC) chancellor William Hooper Council persuaded him to join the music faculty to lead the
band, vocal, and orchestra programs.83 In the years before his entrance at AAMC, many black
music programs were devoted to the performance of European classics rather than the current
period music. In Handy's opinion, “black minstrel music was a significant American vernacular
music, on par with European classical music in importance.”84 During his stint as conductor of
the AAMC Band, Handy says that he fused the creative components of minstrel and classical
music to produce new programming works on several occasions.85 During the early 1900s, the
AAMC Band became one of the most famous black bands due to their innovative compositions
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and arrangements. From 1900 until 1902, Handy worked as the conductor of the AAMC band.
Florida A&M University
Black college band programs started to develop into significant components of American
musical culture during the next half-century. The creative rhythmic approach, foot-stomping, and
body approach were prominent in early black military bands, minstrel shows, and symphonic
bands. In addition, these approaches were beginning to be infused within the Historically Black
College and University band programs across the South.86 The Florida Agriculture and
Mechanical University (FAMU) band, based in Tallahassee, Florida, was one of the first black
bands to incorporate these creative characteristics into its band's performance. The university
band was first developed in 1892, making the band 130 years old, while the Marching “100” was
established in 1946 and is now 75 years old.
P.A. Von Weller, a German musician, was hired as Florida Agriculture and Mechanical
College’s first instrumental and vocal music instructor in 1892. The instrumental and vocal
music program at FAMC (now known as FAMU) did not reach its full maturity until the
beginning of the twentieth century, owing to a lack of financial support.87 Regarding marching
and concert bands, Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College formed its very first ones during
the years leading up to World War I.88 FAMC, like other historically black schools and
universities at the time, lacked the financial and human resources to sustain its band department.
As a result, the FAMC band program did not establish until the students bought their instruments
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and when the school administration could locate a competent musician amongst the staff who
would be prepared to provide musical training.89 22-year-old Nathaniel Campbell Adderley, who
would become the University's first African American band director, offered to oversee the
FAMC band in 1910. After beginning his voluntary service as the band director at FAMC,
Adderley established the school's first marching and symphonic band programs.90 Under
Adderley's direction, the program developed into one of the country's most distinguished African
American musical ensembles, incorporating many of the musical elements and showmanship
characteristics of renowned minstrel bands, such as the Mahara Minstrels, into their repertoire.
At the end of his career, Adderley remained as band director at FAMC until 1918.
FAMU's band program has become one of the most prestigious in the nation due to the
blueprint. FAMC bands engaged in several historically significant band performances. For
example, according to the organization, FAMC was the first black band to play at the Gasparilla
State Fair in Tampa, Florida, and the first predominantly black ensemble to perform over a live
Florida radio broadcast, according to the organization. Over the following 30 years, the FAMC
band developed into one of the most well-known black college band programs in the South,
earning national recognition. By the time William Patrick Foster came to FAMC as band director
in 1946, Kirksey had already laid the groundwork for a solid musical foundation and
infrastructure to serve the college's band department for the next three decades. Further
examination reveals the contributions made by the FAMU band and how the Marching “100”
revolutionized the HBCU band culture and marching pedagogy, which Dr. William Patrick
Foster directed. Under Dr. Foster’s direction, the FAMU Marching “100” band is responsible for
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creating up to 30 innovative techniques utilized by marching bands across the country. At
FAMU is where the energized double-time marching at 360 steps per minute received an identity
coined as “Rattling,” which identifies with the university mascot, the “Rattlers.” This marching
technique was also altered and conformed to a slower tempo called “Slow One,” in which the
band marches at a dramatically slower tempo exemplifying a precise and energetic appearance.
This is mainly seen during their pre-game performance, where the band lines up in a giant
rattlesnake formation and executes “Slow One” and the “Fast One” (Rattling) onto the football
field.
The Florida A&M University Marching Band is recognized nationally and internationally
for its high-energy, high-stepping precision marching, enthusiastic showmanship, dance routines,
and inventive performances. It is regarded as one of the top college marching bands in America.
In 1985, the Florida A&M University Marching Band was named the fourth band in America
and the only band from a historically black college or university (HBCU) to earn the prestigious
Sudler Trophy, often regarded as the Heisman Trophy for collegiate marching bands.91 In 1989,
the Marching “100” was the only band selected to represent the United States in the Bicentennial
Celebration of the French Revolution or the Bastille Day in Paris, France. The marching band's
outstanding performances over the years have been recognized as a role model of excellence and
has achieved such accolades as “The Most Imitated Band in America” (The Miami Herald), “The
Notre Dame of Marching Bands” (CBS “60 Minutes”), “The Lena Horne of Marching Bands,”
(Life Magazine), and “The Best Band,” (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution).92 Since its creation,
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The FAMU Marching “100” band has grown to its largest at 440 members and continues the
legacy that Dr. Foster created. Dr. Foster was the band director for 51 years and finally retired in
1998; the baton was passed to Dr. Julian E. White in 1998, who continued the rich legacy and
traditions of the Marching “100” while pushing the envelope on entertaining halftime shows. Dr.
Sylvester Young was the next band director in 2013, followed by Dr. Shelby R. Chipman in
2016.
North Carolina A&T State University
The band program at North Carolina A&T State University began in 1918 with around 50
members. At the time, A&T was North Carolina's only black college with a band. After 1946,
the marching band was modeled after the band programs at the University of Michigan and Ohio
State University.93 At the time, Mr. Carson suggested that dance be included in the field show
performance. During the early 1950s, A&T's marching band faced stiff competition from Florida
A&M University, producing a healthy and cordial rivalry for decades. By the 1960s, the
administration at the University had changed, and the music department merged with other
departments. The band struggled due to a lack of funding as the years passed but continued to
play admirably.94 The band included majorettes and flag girls in the mid-1960s, elevating the
band to a new level. Since then, the band has grown to up to 210 members. Leadership shifted in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Mr. Jimmy Williams and Dr. Johnny B. Hodge Jr. were
appointed as directors, and the "Blue and Gold Marching Machine" was created along with the
formation of the symphonic band. Dr. Johnny B. Hodge was the band director for four decades
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until Dr. Kenneth Ruff, who took over as director after Hodge’s retirement in 2003, combined
tradition with the Aggie's history of excellence.95 The band's thematic shows, energetic sound,
and comprehensive drill designs have risen to popularity nationwide.
Grambling State University
The Grambling College (now known as Grambling State University) band program
started in 1926 under the direction of Ralph Waldo Emerson Jones at the request of the
university president Charles P. Adams. Jones later became the university’s president for over 50
years, partnered with Sears and Roebuck, obtained the group's first set of instruments, and started
a marching group.96 Jones, fondly known as “Prez,” was elected President in 1936, although he
continued to lead the band and coach baseball. Jones concluded that a full-time director was
necessary for the band’s further growth. A.D. King was selected as the next band director and led
the band until 1949 when J.S. “Pop” Lee took over. Sheldon Booth served as the interim band
director until Conrad Hutchinson Jr. was hired in 1952. Conrad Hutchinson Jr. had a goal to
make the Grambling College Marching Band “The Best In The Land.” With his staff, he started
transforming the group's sound concepts and marching techniques that developed into traditions
still utilized currently. In addition to adding different ideas to the band, Conrad Hutchinson Jr.
desired something more original than the typical majorette line, so he devised a highlighted
twirler position. Only three individuals have held this position, and they were all collegiate
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national champions.97 In addition to the majorettes, the Orchesis dancers were added in 1977 as
the band’s dance team.
Since then, the band started to gain notoriety and fame and quickly became one of the
nation's most popular bands. “After years of playing in front of small crowds in the country, the
Grambling band got its first big break in 1964 when it performed at halftime during the
American Football Leagues championship game in San Diego.”98 In the early 1960s, the
Grambling College Marching Band, which had a reputation for being sedentary, got restless and
struck the road. Soon, it would be recognized as the "traveling band from tiger land," rather than
as a modest rural band. In 1967, the Grambling College Marching Band was the first HBCU
band to perform at a Super Bowl I halftime and teamed up with the University of Arizona’s
marching band to play a medley of popular songs.99 With the most performances at a Super Bowl
for any marching band, the Tiger Marching Band has performed six times for a Super Bowl
halftime show.
Continuing to gain popularity, the band also traveled internationally to entertain
audiences in Monrovia, Liberia, at the inauguration of Liberian President William R. Tolbert in
1972. Also traveled to Tokyo, Japan, in 1976 for the Pioneer Bowl and at the Osaka Mitsubishi
Jazz Festival and in 1977 as a guest to the Emperor of Japan at the Mirage Bowl, and by then
coined the “World Famed Tiger Marching Band.” Historically, the Tiger Marching Band has an
extensive list of notable performances such as Marching Band/Coke Is It for Coca-Cola,
Tampax, a six-part docudrama called Season of the Tiger, performed in the motion picture
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Drumline, inauguration parades of George W. Bush, Barack Obama and the virtual inauguration
of Joe Biden, Rose Bowl parades, and NFL halftime performances. After the tenure of
Hutchinson, the band was led by Dr. Larry Pannell for 21 years until his retirement in 2018. The
band is currently under the direction of Dr. Nikole Roebuck, who is the Tiger Marching Band’s
first female band director.
Jackson State University
Jackson State College (now known as Jackson State University) is located in Jackson,
Mississippi. Its music program was started in the 1920s under the direction of Dr. Fredrick D.
Hall, who also conducted the orchestra and choir. William W. Davis was selected as the band's
first director to work there full-time in 1948. He succeeded Charles Saulsburg, who had held the
position since 1947. Davis had played trumpet in Cab Calloway's band in the past, and
Calloway's musical approach and showmanship influenced Davis's conception of the marching
band. Davis retired in 1971 but remained the group's chief arranger, while Harold J. Haughton
was appointed Director of the Marching Band, Concert Band, and Woodwind Choir. During his
time as the band director, he changed the color of the band uniform from royal blue to a light
navy blue, made the Motown hit "Get Ready" the band's theme, replaced the majorettes with
featured dancers (The Prancing J-Settes), and introduced the "Tiger Run-on" shuffle, the "Tiger
Strut," and the "Floating JSU" halftime display.100 With the collaboration of students, Haughton
adopted the “Sonic Boom of the South” (SBOTS) as the band’s nickname.
Dowell Taylor served as the band director from 1984 to 1992. During this time, “the band
received numerous awards and citations including national coverage in Jet Magazine, the
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Christian Science Monitor, and People Magazine. The band was also featured as “Special Guest
of Honor” at the St. Petersburg, Florida Martin Luther King Battle of Bands, the 1991 NBA AllStar basketball game, Charlotte, North Carolina, and Motown’s 30th-Anniversary Celebration in
Hollywood, California, in 1990.”101 Dr. Lewis Liddell was appointed the next band director of
the SBOTS in 1992. Liddell continued the legacy of his predecessors while adding additional
flair to the SBOTS halftime performances, including “Wavee Dave” and the “Baby Tigers”
during their performances. Dr. Liddell established the “Jackson 5” or the J5 for the drum majors
nickname, previously called the “Fabulous 4.” Dowell Taylor returned as the interim Band
Director until Oneil Sanford was appointed Director of Bands from 2016 to 2017 and currently
the SBOTS is under the direction of Dr. Roderick Little.
Southern University
T. Leroy Davis created the Southern University Marching Band in 1947. He was
nationally known for his achievements in the areas of bands as a scholar, adjudicator, clinician,
arranger, and conductor, and he served as the band director from 1947 to 1964.102 He also
instructed most of the band directors in the state of Louisiana. The Southern University
Marching Band was formerly known as the “The Marching Counts of Sound” until the next band
director Ludwig Freeman with the Assistance of Paul Adams and Alvin Batiste, named them the
“Marching 132” and later the “Marching 150”. In 1969, the band was led by Dr. Isaac Greggs
and assisted by Lawrence Jackson and Carnell Knighten. During this, the band gained its
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nickname “The Human Jukebox” for their ability to play multiple songs on the top 40 charts
across different genres. Under Dr. Gregg's direction, the band rose in popularity and developed a
unique character. USA Today, NCAA, ESPN, and Time have all named the Human Jukebox one
of the top marching bands in the country for its distinctive sound, precision, and showmanship.
After Dr. Gregg’s retirement, Lawrence Jackson was appointed band director, succeeded by
Nathan Haymer and currently Kedric D. Taylor.
Tennessee State University
The late Dr. Walter S. Davis, Tennessee State University's second president, came up
with the notion of a show band and appointed J. D. Chavis as the first band director of the band.
The marching band expanded and flourished under Chavis' direction into a prominent university
band that provided magnificent performances in parades and halftime concerts at football games.
The marching band participated in the Washington Classic in Washington, D.C., in 1947 and
1948, when top historically black colleges and institutions fought for national titles. Chavis'
tenure as band director ended in 1951, and the baton was handed over to Frank T. Greer. Greer
helped to shape Tennessee State University's particular aesthetic. Before 1958, early documents
called the band the Tennessee A. & I. Marching 100. The Marching 100 is a “name often given
to early African American bands because they desire to field a 100-piece marching band.”103
FAMU Marching 100 and South Carolina State University Marching 101 are two more
universities that have used and currently use nicknames like this. “As TSU’s second Director of
Bands (1951-1972), Greer led the band to many firsts, not just for HBCU bands but also for
collegiate bands nationwide. Greer’s development and success with the TSU band program were
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accomplished by focusing on two ensembles: the marching, Aristocrat of Bands, and the jazz
band, “The Jazz Collegians.”104
Table 1: Complete list of all Historically Black College and University Marching Bands
University

Nickname

University

Nickname

Alabama A&M University
Albany State University
Alcorn State University

Marching Maroon and White
Marching Rams Showband
Sounds of Dyn-O-Mite
Marching Band

Langston University
Lincoln University
Lincoln University

Marching Pride
Marching Musical Storm
Orange Crush Roaring Lion
Marching Band

Benedict College
Bethune-Cookman University

Band of Distinction
The Pride (Marching Wildcats)

Miles College
Morgan State University

Bowie State University
Central State University

Symphony of Soul
Invincible Marching Marauders

Clark-Atlanta University

Mighty Marching Panther Band

Delaware State University
Edward Waters University
Elizabeth City State University
Fayetteville State University
Florida A&M University
Florida Memorial University
Fort Valley State University
Grambling State University
Hampton University
Howard University
Jackson State University

Approaching Storm
Triple Threat Marching Band
The Marching Sound of Class
Marching Bronco Express
Marching “100”
The ROAR Marching Band
Blue Machine Marching Band
Tiger Marching Band
The Marching Force
Showtime Band
Sonic Boom of the South

Norfolk State University
North Carolina A&T State
University
North Carolina Central
University
Prairie View A&M University
Savanna State University
South Carolina State University
Southern University
St. Augustine University
Stillman College
Talladega College
Tennessee State University
Texas Southern University
Tuskegee University
University of Arkansas Pine
Bluff

Purple Marching Machine
Magnificent Marching Machine
(M3)
Spartan Legion
Blue and Gold Marching
Machine
Sound Machine

Johnson C. Smith University

International Institute of Sound

Virginia State University

Kentucky State University

Mighty Marching Thorobred
Band

Virginia Union University

Lane College

Quiet Storm Marching Band

Winston Salem State University

Marching Storm
Powerhouse of the South
Marching 101
The Human Jukebox
Superior Sound Marching Band
Blue Pride Marching Band
The Great Tornado Band
Aristocrats of Bands
Ocean of Soul
Marching Crimson Pipers
The Marching Musical Machine
of the Mid-South (M4)
Trojan Explosion Marching
Band
Ambassadors of Sound
Marching Band
The Red Sea of Sound

Developing A Unique Style
The bands mentioned in this portion of the thesis are not meant to be exhaustive but to
refer to historical moments in the development of marching bands. Many exceptional bands
across the United States are worth mentioning, but it is not expedient to trace every single band’s
history in this thesis. Additional band references are mentioned in other chapters of this thesis.
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PWI and HBCU marching bands have had similar movements in history while developing
similarities and differences in their marching band techniques. These different approaches make
them all unique even though they all have similar goals, to put on the best show possible and
support the football team. The other methods can help evolve marching band techniques with a
combined approach of all styles or change a particular process already in use.
Six-to-five
During their first halftime performance, the University of Illinois Band employed six to
five strides for most performances until the 1970s, but early presentations used scatter drills or
diffused / random staging.105 Similar to mass form, the spacing between elements is much
greater. A diffused set establishes no recognizable patterns or shapes. During an interview in the
Longview News-Journal, Waymon Bullock stated, "Corps style is mostly asymmetrical, where
the military-style is all symmetrical, in an angle.”106 Wayne Bailey, Cormac Cannon, and Brandt
Payne explain:
The earliest show style grew out of the military tradition. This show format included a
series of moves based on a block band that changed shapes and directions. Most of the
movement occurred “north and south” because the length of most football fields runs
north and south) and consisted of a series of countermarches and shifts or changes in the
block’s shape. The music played was often in a march style, and the step was the military
size thirty-inch or 6 to 5 steps.107
The usage of yard lines (six-to-five or eight-to-five strides) was not required before
adopting yard lines in marching band performances. Band members dressed left and right,
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paying little heed to yard lines. The six-to-five styles began as a basic concept but became more
sophisticated and complex as time passed. The music had little to do with the marching drill
design for a long time. This type of drill design is called a postage stamp moving on the field.108
Military and corps styles use short, measured, rolling steps, with individuals’ feet barely leaving
the ground. Military bands such as Texas A&M University, the most prominent military band in
the nation, and various Texas state high schools, still utilize this marching style and show
concept, marching in precise, straight lines. In contrast, corps-style band members weave across
the field, often forming curving and complicated patterns.109
Block Band
In military units, the organization of the unit might be crucial to their overall success. The
leader who efficiently organizes and deploys their soldiers will win the battle. Many military
formations have proven effective, and some have stayed popular with military units through the
ages. As the research has shown in this thesis, basic band fundamentals have deep roots in the
military background, and these methods have been used since the forming of early nations.
The Egyptian infantry of Ozymandias (2100 B.C.) and Sesostris formed ponderous
squares of 100 men on each side; this mass was subdivided into fractions of 100, 100, and
10. The Jewish formed their infantry on a single line from 10 to 30 men deep. Their
bands were 1000 strong, subdivided into companies of 100. The Persian infantry, armed
at its first creation with only offensive weapons, was composed of large masses from 24
to 30 men. Like that of every other people of antiquity, before the Greeks, it was divided
by the decimal, as a base of tactical unity, into bodies of 10, 100, 100, and 10,000.110
The fundamental tactical placement of soldiers in the military was passed down to the
basic marching band setup in block band. Casavant states, "all exhibition marching formations
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can be classified as either line or mass (block).”111 The block band formation for a marching
band often used during parades are files and ranks spaced evenly, forming a broad rectangular
arrangement for the band. The block band formation is the initial starting point for all marching
bands without regard to preference or style. Casavant states, "The block formations are
fundamentally both formations of lines (ranks, files, and diagonals) and formations of mass.
Organization within the mass requires regularity of positions.”112 Individual places are identified
in the traditional block structure via code systems, traditionally using a numbered system. The
codes are primarily used for identification in the charting movements of formations and keeping
track of the people when they transition from one formation to the next (see Figure 1). The
traditional block formation has these characteristics:
1. Ranks – straight-line elements in open order with equal spacing.
2. Files – straight-line elements in open order with equal spacing.
3. Ranks and files are continuous. A rank consists of one member of each file; a file
consists of one member of each rank.
4. Except during maneuvering, the ranks and files are maintained at right angles.
5. The ratio of intervals ad distances is usually 1:1. The concept of the traditional block
formation has been in terms of ranks, files, and diagonals.113
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Figure 1: Block band formation with a numbered code system
It is common for bands to organize their members into equal sections based on their
instrumentation. For example, although not exclusively used for all marching bands, a basic
block band setup would start with Trombones, Baritones (Euphoniums), Mellophones (French
Horns), Trumpets, Sousaphones, Percussion, Alto and Tenor Saxophones, Flute/Piccolos, and
Clarinets. There are different variations of this setup as it is the preference of the band director
to determine this. Other variations have the instruments split up in the block, used for field
presentations and parades. The instrument sections are split evenly between the front and back of
the block to distribute equal sound during performances. Leading with Flute/Piccolos, Clarinets,
Alto/Tenor Saxophones, Mellophones, Baritones, Trombones, Sousaphone, Percussion in the
middle, and continued with the second half with Sousaphones, Trombones, Euphoniums,
Mellophones, Trumpets, Alto/Tenor Saxophones, Clarinets, and Flute Piccolos. Some variations
may occur with bands with other instrumentation, such as flugelhorns and marching xylophones.
The auxiliary is customarily placed at the front or back of the block, depending upon the size of
the auxiliary group (majorettes, dancers, and flags). Block formations are a staging design for
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exercises and, in some instances, set up for adequate operations of the band program, such as
taking attendance and keeping an accurate count of all members.
Most marching bands, at some point, have used block or line band exercises as a
complete performance concept. For example, bands generally employed military drill commands
such as a forward march, left flank, right flank, to-the-rear march, left oblique, and right oblique.
As the marching band concept grew and groups became more extensive, more intricate drill
maneuvers became custom for visual appeal. Commonly used maneuvers are step-offs, dropoffs, gate turns (pinwheels), countermarches, step two’s, step fours, flanking, and column
maneuvers. In addition, Casavant explains in Marching Exhibition, “the number of people per
unit of area, the relationship of interval and distance, the size of the drill area, the distance of the
audience and the angle of the vision all have a part in the final appearance of the formation to the
audience.”114 In the East Texas region, the development of military-style (precision drill)
marching has been passed down from generation to generation. Texas A&M University does an
exceptional job of performing such military maneuvers during their halftime show performance
from a block formation. Instrumentation consists of a standard marching band and uses twelve
company fronts of twenty-four bandsmen (totaling 288 band members in the drill) executing the
military drill maneuvers. While performing these specific maneuvers, the Aggie Band would
change from a traditional block to residual block formations and segments, staggered formations,
and changes of directions between 45 ° or 135 ° degree angles.
Exhibition Marching
In the book Exhibition Marching Vol: 1, A.R. Casavant discusses the kinetic concepts of
marching. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines kinesthesia as “a sense mediated by
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receptors located in muscles, tendons, and joints and stimulated by bodily movements and
tensions.”115 As it relates to marching band, it is the perception or consciousness of muscular
movement and position of the band members’ body concerning their immediate environment.
Casavant suggests that this is the foundation of precision drilling in which the instructor should
recognize undesirable movements for accuracy. Casavant states that “the application of the
concept starts with the individual and their direct relationship with the immediate environment
(the drill field). Then, their movements are subject to their balance and internal forces (muscles)
working with or against the external forces of nature-gravity and the laws of motion.”116
Precision Drill is also commonly misused by the modern marching band and misunderstood as a
drilling style. Casavant explicitly explains the concept of Precision Drill:
Arguments over the relative merits of Precision Drill and any system of drill are futile in
that Precision Drill is not a system. It is not a style of drill, and it is not a particular type
of drill. Precision Drill is a basic concept or attitude. The basic concept of Precision Drill
was first researched during the late 1940s. Experiments proved fruitful, and new
techniques were introduced to the public in the 1950s. Unhappily these techniques were
labeled Precision Drill, and the underlying concept was ignored.117
In the ensuing chapters in Marching Exhibition, Casavant talks about the law of motion, the
center of gravity, foot positions when marching and marking time, marching steps and strides,
stride steps, high-knee, or chop steps, starting and ending positions, intervals, turns, and
alignments. The book is simultaneously a resource for understanding the military-style of
marching that evolved into everyday use by marching bands. Casavant provides a seamless
correlation between military and marching band fundamentals in his other books, such as
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Marching Exhibition Vol: 2 Basic Maneuvers and Evolution, Lineargraphics, Manual of Drill,
and New Dimension in Marching Design. The writer of this thesis will also be utilizing these
resources for points of reference throughout this thesis.
Eight-to-Five
A. R. Casavant played a significant role in the development of more intricate drills for
high school and college marching bands. Casavant, credited as the innovator of the precision drill
method, published a series of books on drill theory in the 1960s.118 For the first time, the ideas of
time, motion, step-style, alignment, and individual responsibility on the field were clearly
articulated in Exhibition Marching.119 Casavant’s innovative drill books used football field yard
markers to guide marching band drills. Although the standard 22 ½ step size had been used on
football fields before, Casavant’s book added “The Halfway Method,” a theory that eliminated
the need for each band member to kinesthetically feel the size of a 22 ½ inch step. “The halfway
method required marchers to find a third point in the middle of two given points, allowing the
individual to match distance and step size based on divisions of two.”120
Marching for Marching Bands
Don R. Marcouiller provides an educational and comprehensive approach to the
components of a marching band and its influence on culture and fan experience in his book
Marching for Marching Bands. Whether it is a parade, special event, pre-game, or halftime at a
football game, marching bands have become an essential part of the overall event experience.
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Marching bands have also become paramount in shepherding popularity to the schools they are a
part of and heightening the fan experience atmosphere. Marcouiller writes, "much has been said
about the educational value of the present-day football marching band, or in cases, the lack
thereof. To the value side of the ledger, its protagonists in popularizing the music program and
the school itself.”121 Marcouiller continues about how the marching band is the forerunner in the
music program and organically builds the music department's popularity:
Director of bands must be prepared to meet the challenge of the gridiron. More people
will see their work here than on the concert stage. More people will judge the school's
music program based on the marching band than on the concert organizations. The
marching band is, in a sense, then, the showcase of the music program. Its function may
be closely akin to entertainment, but it is not entertainment in the cheap definition of the
word. It is of a wholesome type often hinged upon school spirit, loyalty, patriotism, or
appeals to the public interest. The marching band is real; it is a part of the music program.
For better or worse, its leaders must be prepared to meet the challenge.122
Regardless of the style of the marching band, demographic or geographical location, the
marching band has commonly become the centerpiece of the music program and the ambassador
for its school.
In this book, Marcoullier also provides an in-depth perspective about the nature of
developing a marching band, marching concepts, show concepts, and how the fans react to the
marching band performances. Undoubtedly, the fans are essential in how well a marching band
performs based on their reactions. Marcoullier affectionately refers to fans as the “layman” and
how they recognize vast visual components and stimulating music. Marcouiller writes, “the
layman can easily grasp the objective of a group marching for he/she is immediately conscious
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of a pattern and feet moving together.”123 The layman is part of the show equation that
determines what type of “showmanship” is implemented into their performances.
Showmanship is the added flair to each organization’s method of approach and is
preference-related according to the director’s vision for the group. The Encyclopedia Britannica
defines showmanship as “the ability to attract attention and entertain people.”124 As it relates to
marching band, showmanship consists of the additional elements that are added outside the
fundamental concepts like twirlers, dancers, color guard, props, costumes, etc. Applying
showmanship to the marching band is intricate and approached with much attention to detail.
Marcouiller states, "again, it is easy to agree on the principle of showmanship, but the
application is another story.”125 Showmanship can add flair and be applied to all aspects of the
performance, such as music with the auditory appeal and the drill formations with the ocular
appeal. Showmanship in formations:
Music and marching are seldom separated on the football field. For one is usually
accompanied by the other. The “formation” or design common to the modern marching
band is sometimes the exception. When carried to an extreme, a performance based on a
series of formations isolates marching to the function of changing formations and music
to the formations alone… Suffice to say that formations become monotonous if they
depend on music alone to sustain interest. Music helps sustain it, but unfortunately, its
potential is limited. If music does not satisfy each formation's vital interest, marching or
movement must.126
This resource adds a unique approach to this research because the author associated
various components of developing marching band techniques and how they related to marching
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bands during this era. Marcouiller introduced new concepts he developed and executed by
multiple bands, such as the University of Wisconsin band, and extended knowledge about
previous marching band concepts. Although some ideas may be a lost art form or simply not
used, most of these ideas are implemented into the fabric of the modern marching band. This
book is also an excellent resource for band directors who would like to revive previous concepts
or help evolve some ideas for contemporary use.
Traditional Style
Bands of the traditional style, sometimes known as show bands, concentrate on
entertainment rather than competitiveness and often perform a different show for each game or
performance, in contrast to competitive show bands, which play just one regularly developed
performance during a season. Their shows typically consist of famous musical pieces and are
accompanied by formations that have their origins of drill from William “Bill” Moffit’s Patterns
in Motion. Still influenced by the military-style but used in most cases, a high-step form of
marching that includes ankle knee, ankle calf, low chair, pure chair, half chair, or highchair (can
use a pointed toe or relaxed foot). Smith describes this type of marching in The System “the
Ankle-Knee step is executed by bringing the foot up along the inside of the opposite leg on the
‘AND’ of each count.” in the 1960s, his Patterns of Motion book series, based on a constantmotion system with four-person squads, revolutionized marching bands and halftime displays,
allowing them to move away from the military marching approach. From the late 1960s through
the early 1990s, his style dominated college and high school marching band contests and
performances before drum corps started to gain popularity. Moffit states that:
All maneuvers are based on the four-man squad. A “pattern” may be performed by
squads in unison, sequence, or combination with other “patterns. This planning technique
applies to any size group that is a multiple of four. By functioning in squads rather than
as individuals, the bandsmen operate as a team, resulting in greater precision in
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performance. When marching fundamentals have been mastered, these may be assembled
in any order for any squad or number of squads.127
Most traditional or show style bands use some Patterns of Motion maneuvers while also
implementing soft and hard formations as the show design requires. Some form words that relate
to the show’s theme music or form picturesque formations. Soon after, someone else came up
with the idea of taking eight 22 ½ inch steps between lines to make hitting the lines adhere to the
natural four-bar phrasing of the music, which was quickly adopted. Everything became
conceivable due to this, in conjunction with the crossover pivot. Step-twos became standard
practice. As marching bands moved away from six-to-five marching to eight-to-five, there were
debates over the relative benefits of six-to-five versus eight-to-five performance commands onfield performances.
Squad Drills
Evolving from block band drills were squad drills that formatted continuous changes of
geometric designs and kaleidoscopic visual effects. Based on the four-person squad concepts
made famous by Bill Moffit, the bandsmen in their respective squads are placed two steps apart
with the same marching scale of 22 ½ inch step spacing horizontally and vertically (see Figure
2). Squad dills allowed bands to move away from the traditional military drill concepts and
develop different drill designs and techniques. Depending upon the size of the marching band,
the possibilities for creative drill maneuvers were nearly infinite. Combined with previous
methods, different patterns of motion were created and instilled in a more exciting show concept
for marching bands. Moffit writes that a “pattern of motion is a charted march route from a
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designated location, through a sequence of marching rudiments. It concludes by returning the
squad to the original starting position.”128

Figure 2: Numbered Squads
These patterns included squares, crosses, cogwheels, and various diagonal lines. In
addition, band members are taught the marching foundations of forward and backward march,
left and right pinwheels, left, and right minstrel turns, spin turns, and to-the-rear march. Executed
in unison, sequence, and two-person combinations, all drills beginning at some variation of
company fronts are done in sets of eight counts. Moffit explains:
All fundamental movements can be performed in eight-count groupings and, as such,
provide the rudiments used in Patters of Motion concepts. These rudiments are connected
at every eight counts and may be assembled in any order to provide any desired route of
march of any length. They are the basic elements from which every route of march for
every squad is assembled. When the performance of each rudiment has been mastered, a
pattern-type maneuver may be taught in a few minutes of drill by assembling the
rudiments in the desired combination. 129
With different commands maneuvers such as step-offs, marching bands were not only able to for
diagonals, boxes, and diamonds but would implement line crosses, spirals, circles, and flower
formations.
Squad drills are not incorporated as a complete drill design format like block band drills.
A few bands currently use squad drills in their halftime shows, but not all are exclusive. Some
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PWI marching bands only use them during their pre-game show and not during halftime.
Patterns in Motion was relatively the start of such a change in marching techniques. For
example, the Michigan State University marching band uses a series of squad commands (as
instructed in Patterns in Motion) to form a giant “S” during their pre-game performance while
playing “Victory for MSU.” Similarly, Jackson State University utilizes the same system for
their floating “JSU” school letters while playing their theme song, “Get Ready.” Some show
style or traditional bands still use this method of drill design, such as Bethune-Cookman
University, North Carolina A&T, Southern University, Alabama State University, Alabama
A&M University, Tennessee State University, and many other HBCU marching bands. Others
have entirely moved away from this concept, like Norfolk State University, which utilizes corpsstyle drill concepts but high-step, and Florida A&M University, which uses rank-type or followthe-leader drilling.
Multiple-Option Marching Band Techniques
The concepts in Robert E. Foster’s Multiple Option Marching Band Techniques are not
novel notions. They are integrating and synthesizing decades of advancements and advances in
marching band tactics and drill and show design. This book’s core concept resides in the power
of its total adaptability. Any band may benefit from the basic rules, principles, and essentials
described in the book. This resource is a "HOW TO" book for band directors, with explanations
of “WHY” these techniques are foundational throughout its text. Foster’s content in this book
may have been the first of its kind that provided a thorough perception of what perspectives
apply to marching band. While focusing on those applications, this book begins by proving
historical facts about the development of the wind band and how marching bands were
established. On the historical development of marching bands, Foster writes:
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It is unfortunate that we tend to ignore the historical facts which indicate that marching
was among the very first ensembles of wind, string, and percussion instruments
developed in our earliest civilizations. We frequently tend to ignore our heritage. The
history of the marching band reveals itself to be much more than merely a history of men
walking around playing wind instruments. Actually. In its early stages, it is a chronicle of
instrumental music.130
This book was pertinent to this thesis because it provided a historical foundation for the topic
that promoted extended research to fill in knowledge gaps and expound on historical moments.
The writer of this thesis offers historical data about the subject; however, this source will give
the readers of this thesis a resource guide for historical data.
This book also provides empirical knowledge, rudimentary skills, and particular devices
that will enable band directors to teach these techniques and how to conceive, create, organize,
and instruct a marching band performance. The subsequent chapters will:
A) Review concepts and principles necessary to function correctly on a football or band
practice field.
B) Explain devices necessary to perform drills and maneuvers and how to teach them.
C) Examples of drills and formations and how to achieve them.
D) Techniques to put these all together for a finished show.”131
Foster also explains that each type of marching has a show format design common among the
performing groups. A traditional band show format includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entrance (to opening position [of the first “set”)
Fanfare
Opening Drill (to get to the center of the “stage [field] area”)
More Drill (possibly ending in a concert set or formation)
Musical Feature (played from concert formation featuring a song, dancers, or
flags)
School Salute (forming the name or initials of the school and exiting with the
school’s most popular fight song)
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Foster writes, “there are many ways this basic format can be expanded, extended, made more
complex, or varied for the sake of interest.”132 For example, some HBCUs or showbands may
insert a dance routine after the musical selection before exiting the field. On the other hand, the
contemporary marching band mainly utilizes a corps style of marching; the performance follows
the same structure: introduction, development, feature number(s), climax, and conclusion. “They
do, however, utilize different terminology, and obviously, they will utilize different style(s) and
techniques.”133 A contemporary band show format includes Opener, Production, Concert,
Percussion Feature, and Closer.
Further, Foster’s book is versatile in providing cardinal fundamentals in building a
marching band show for traditional and corps-style bands, which is relevant to the core concepts
of this thesis. For example, Foster writes, "a show must have a beginning, development, feature
number(s), climax and exit.”134 Each component is not exclusive to one band; the core concept is
the same. “The number of ways a band can enter a field or present a fanfare or drill is infinite for
all practical purposes. The variety of appearances is limited only by the imagination and
ingenuity of the person designing or developing the show.”135
Corps Style Marching
The corps style of marching derives from a long and illustrious military tradition of
marching bands in the United States. It can be dated back to 1880 when John Phillip Sousa took
over the United States Marine Band and started implementing similar concepts (meaning corpsstyle marching) when the marine band had to perform outside of concerts for parades and other
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performances. However, when the Drum Corps International (DCI) was established in 1965 and
1972, inventiveness and performance quality shifted considerably away from the old military
approach. Featured in The Instrumentalist, Blackford states, "When it comes to marching band
performances, the phrase ‘corps style’ has come to be associated with those that use show design
elements comparable to those used by drum and bugle corps; throughout the 1970s and
1980s.”136 During this period, step sizes were changed from a six to five ratio (six steps to five
yards) to an eight to five ratio (eight steps to five yards). Groups would ‘stand fast’ or ‘mark
time’ to music instead of marching in a continuous forward direction but keeping precise
formations. The formations of a drill design started to evolve into intricate marching techniques
were introduced. Hooper states in Corps Style Marching, “It was during this period when
backward marching and traverse marching (sliding from side to side) were introduced into the
marching style.”137
Smith indicates in his book The System that “the Glide Step is a stylized version of
walking and is the most practical for playing and marching simultaneously.”138 He further
explains the marching style in detail, stating, “while shifting the weight forward, roll from the
heel to the toe, creating a smooth ‘gliding’ action.”139 As the band marches to the rear (backward
marching), the weight is consistently distributed on the ball of the foot, with the heel lifted. With
this style, formations have a more fluid look than bands that utilize different techniques, allowing
for greater control of more complex shapes and a more comprehensive range of musical genres.
With this control comes the capacity to play at a considerably wider variety of tempos. When a
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roll step is executed correctly, a player marching at 40 beats per minute will have the same
smooth tone as a player marching at 120 beats per minute. Using the roll step, a band member
can get much greater control over one’s upper body, and as a result, one can gain better control
over the air support required for playing. Smith explains:
To understand the basics of the glide step, think of taking a normal walking step with toes
turned forward and the inner edges of the feet parallel and close together. This concept can
easily be taught by utilizing a visualization known as ‘ski line. Imagine a person skiing
down a hill. To proceed, the skier must keep the skis perfectly parallel. If the toes turn in,
crossing the skids behind the skier will likely fall down.140
Historically, a great deal of the criticism surrounding corps style has stemmed from the
association of the stylistic language with marching bands that engage in competitions. Joseph
Telesco addresses this criticism in The Instrumentalist by stating, "The words “corps style” is
associated with a marching style and, therefore, should not characterize a philosophical description
of a music program.”141 Bailey, Cannon, and Payne explain:
The popularity of drum and bugle corps competitions revolutionized public school and
university marching band shows during the 1970s. This style of marching introduced a
smoother style of step, and the concept of the marching show moving east-west rather
than north-south. Lateral movement in relationship to the audience made the show's
music of primary importance.142
While searching for anything new in the marching medium, some directors feel they have
found it in the corps style, which they call the solution or alternative to the traditional or military
style. Whether military, corps, or traditional styles are acceptable or which technique is better is
purely determined by preference and opinion; after reviewing multiple works of literature about
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marching band techniques, some of the text cast a perception that the corps style of marching is
more effective than any other style. Bands that do not use a corps style of marching and show
design are not ineffective but sustain a different method of entertaining their viewers.
Respectively, corps style band’s goal is not necessarily focused on the entertainment value of
their show but rather on the aesthetics. Although, the aesthetics can be entertaining to some
viewers.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
Overview of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to provide a historical perspective of how the modern
marching band was developed. The study was also intended to provide awareness of the uses of
contemporary methods that have evolved band pageantry over time. The core of this study is
influenced by the following four areas of concern (1) the history and development of influential
collegiate marching bands (2) collecting new and extant information about the evolution of band
pageantry; (3) researching contributors’ creative impact on band drill and show design; and (4)
assessing the impact on different perspectives from geographical and scholastic influences. This
chapter will address the research design used to guide the historical data collection and analysis.
Further, this chapter will explore the logic for utilizing historical research methods while
presenting the limitations of using this research strategy.
Research Plan and Design
Historical research is a method of research that focuses on the past and how it has shaped
the present. The writer of this thesis collected historical data through multiple sources such as
scholarly articles, newspaper articles, other thesis and dissertations, and books. Additionally,
various groups' videos were viewed to further an understanding of the thesis topic and research
approach. The goal ultimately is to build a hypothesis of how a phenomenon came to be in its
current state by the methodical collection of evidence from one or more sources. In addition to
primary materials such as journals and testimony in various formats, secondary sources such as
textbooks in public libraries and newspapers may also be used in this study. Performing a
historical research method is also another way of preserving historical documents. McDowell
explains:
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Historians examine the past to understand better the content of past events and the
context in which they took place. This can help us appreciate the similarities and
differences between the circumstances and conditions governing past and present events.
Historical research does not consist of the mere collection of ‘facts’ but rather the
interrelationship between factual evidence and historians' interpretation of this evidence.
We may never succeed in knowing the past exactly, but we can make progress if we use
our knowledge and skills to move closer to that ideal.143
This historical research was chromicized from the usage of wind instruments during
ancient times, the development of the wind band and its influencers, military band, collegiate
bands, marching styles, and show concepts for the modern marching band. Not only was a
chronicle account of the topic established through primary and secondary sources, but these
findings were integrated into this thesis while recognizing gaps in the literature. Arranging the
historical data in their respective themes is coordinated thematically and topically. While DCI
(Drum Corp International) groups were mentioned throughout this thesis, the focus was
primarily on Predominately White Institution (PWI) and Historically Black College and
University (HBCU) marching bands. Several marching bands are mentioned per the subject
matter in each section.
Information Selection
Before obtaining historical data for this thesis, the writer examined various literature
sources that discussed historical research designs (Crewswell, 1998; McDowell, 2002; Brundage,
2017). According to Brundage, “when undertaking a research paper on a particular topic. It is
well worth your time to consider all the sources you might use in the first place.”144 One
approach is to search for facts supported by evidence and generally accepted by a diverse range
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of researchers. While the first criterion includes various tools that the writer could use to know
the past, the second criterion helps evaluate the potential influence of biases, whether appropriate
or inappropriate. A consensus reached by such a wide range of researchers shows that historical
events are supported by evidence from various perspectives and that their acceptance does not
need adopting an eccentric stance. While coordinated documentation of history is the base of this
thesis, it will examine the topic's past to understand formalities while excluding personal bias
and other influences.
When researching past events, historians have access to several tools, the second of
which is the historical criterion. These historical criteria contribute to the chance that an event
took place, and apart from contextual credibility, they seldom imply that an event was not
recorded. However, they might suggest that an event was not historical when used together.
Therefore, it was essential for the writer to have a conversation about the function of the
historical criteria so that the expectations were more in line with reality rather than ones that
gave the impression of being highly objective or overly subjective. The criteria are widely used
in inquiring and must determine when it is acceptable to apply them to a given situation and how
much weight to put on each criterion. Then, as an implementation of methods, the writer of this
thesis used the criteria to evaluate pedagogies and drill design methods to determine how the
criteria were used. The fact that multiple conditions were satisfied as discovered might make the
readers more confident that the historical events helped influence current methods for the
modern marching band.
The historical review aimed to examine the creation of marching bands, review the
development of strategic methods and pedagogies, and understand how they are applied to the
modern marching band for a contemporary approach. Most individuals overseeing, maintaining,
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or developing a marching band have experienced the effects or contemplated the research
questions: (1) What general marching band concepts and technology are used in revolutionizing
band pageantry? (2) What are the significant differences between Predominately White
Institution (PWI) and Historically Black College and University (HBCU) bands, and how do
they impact pageantry? The research questions were foundational to this study and provided a
clear path to developing a hypothesis. The research is based on a historical timeline from various
groups previously documented in articles, magazines, books, and other academic works. No
surveys were collected or interviews facilitated; however, the review of several video recordings
was viewed by the writer to cross-reference historical accounts. This study provided and
investigated critical historical moments that influenced marching bands and how those moments
provided the blueprint for the modern marching band.
The Rationale for Historical Research Design
Historical research design is appropriate for this thesis because it endeavors to discuss the
historical development of wind bands and the development of what we now know as a marching
band. McDowell writes, “We instinctively try to locate events in time and often make the
contrast between past and present, perhaps hoping that knowledge of the past will help us make
informed judgments about the present.”145 Marching band has become a phenomenon, and
historical research will contribute to an account of its development and those who have
influenced its evolution. McDowell states, “studying history has both a practical and educational
value. It helps us develop an active inquiring mind, promotes critical skills in the handling and
evaluating various types of source material, and assists in the presentation of written work.”146
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No specific type of marching band was the primary focus of this thesis, nor was it utilized as a
platform to determine the right or wrong method of preference. This thesis did not use a
quantitative, qualitative, or mixed-method research design or an attempt to measure the efficacy
of the established pedagogies or methods.
The Methodology
Many factors influencing the selection of the Predominately White Institution (PWI) and
Historically Black College and University (HBCU) for this study were intrinsically subjective,
and several perspectives were considered: (1) the band would have significantly impacted the
band world; (2) it would have achieved a standard of excellence on a large platform; and (3)
limiting the number of bands mentioned in this thesis would be subjective and conducive to the
historical data for the time this study is developing.
Most of the resources used in this study stressed significant facts pertinent to their works
and aims. However, they offered information well supported by evidence and widely accepted
that it is believed that these approaches had to be taken into consideration when developing
modernized methods. If the validity of the information was not factual, we run the danger of
moving away from the realm of history and into the realm of fiction. This does not imply that
these methods cannot be contested or disproven; however, if the writer starts the investigation
with the facts supported by the most compelling evidence, the writer can begin to protect the
research from the temptation to impose personal ideology on the historical reconstruction
inappropriately.
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Table 2: Information Needed and Methods Used to Obtain Information
Information Needed
What the researcher wants to
know
1. What general marching
The impact of marching band
band concepts and technology methods that modernized
are used in revolutionizing
pageantry and how to execute
band pageantry?
them utilizing computerized
programming.
Research Questions

2. What are the significant
differences between
Predominately White
Institution (PWI) and
Historically Black College
and University (HBCU)
bands, and how do they
impact pageantry?

Having differences can be
interpreted as executing
methods differently but
producing the same results
for a common cause that
continues to impact modern
marching bands.

Method(s)
-

Literature Review

-

Literature Review
Video Review

The writer needed to be cautious not to let personal perspectives significantly influence
the data since qualitative historical research is meant to be seen from the perspective of
individuals who engage in the study. An attempt was made to remove biases because of the
writers’ membership in a prominent marching band discussed in this research. Even though
substantial research was done on the numerous groups that were addressed in this study, while
the writer was looking through film footage of these marching bands, the writer started to think
back on time spent participating in marching band, especially at Florida A&M University, and
how those experiences may have been relevant to the conclusions of the study. However, the
writer felt that personal experiences and dedication to the research topic also presented some
advantages in the research. For instance, as a graduate of Florida A&M University, the writer
experienced a show-style format that was different from what was used in high school and had
the opportunity to see other groups' performances over time. Some of the advantages of
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researching the facts came from personal experiences. The writer selected prominent collegiate
marching bands that have influenced pageantry to gain a deeper understanding of marching band
methods.
Document Review
A document review is “a formalized technique of data collection involving examining
existing records or artifacts.” in addition to reviewing video footage of the respective marching
bands, a document review was an intricate part of the data collection process. 147 The writer
reviewed scholarly articles, newspaper articles, other thesis and dissertations, books, and
multiple video references during the study. The resources highlighted these methods used by
marching bands in further detail, as reported in chapter four of this study. In addition, passages
relating to these texts were examined in the literature review and put into practice in chapter
four.
Limitations of Study
Bloomberg and Volpe state, "regardless of how carefully you plan a study, there are
always some limitations, and you need to explicitly acknowledge these.”148 The limitations of
this study were primarily related to the writers’ biases and the lack of historical information on
HBCU marching bands. As a former member of the FAMU Marching “100” the writer realized
that personal biases and subjectivity may have been present in this study. However, as discussed
earlier, the writer made an effort to recognize and account for individual preferences, which did
not prevent the writer from producing accurate and high-quality research. Although limited
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information was not made available for most of the HBCU marching bands, the writer
effectively highlighted a nondiscriminatory amount of PWI and HBCU marching bands related
to the research topic. The number of PWI groups outnumbered the HBCU groups, so a fair
depiction was assessed and utilized.
This chapter provides an overview of the justification for using a qualitative historical
research approach. In addition, it has described the sort of comprehensive, descriptive data
analysis that readers might anticipate discovering in the following chapters. The methodology
was further highlighted, and the approach was used to examine the formative methods of
marching bands and their historical impact. As outlined, the writer chose to use purposeful
sampling as the design approach to ensure accurate chromicized historical accounts. Moreover,
the writer carefully examined the role of personal experiences and emic perspectives as the
primary researcher and the potential biases contained in those perspectives. In addition, the
writer also discussed the limitations of this research study, the preferences that were expected to
arise within the research context, and the procedures used to ensure the accuracy of the
information and the prosperity of the mentioned marching bands. In the following chapter, the
writer will discuss the research study's findings, allowing the methods to be put into use for
computer programing for the modern marching band.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS
Applying Contemporary Concepts to Drill Design
After reviewing the literature on this topic, the writer will display various show and drill
design techniques culminating in multiple styles and approaches, including an illustration and
explanation of the standard football field and drill charts that marching bands subsequently use.
A detailed description of drill and design concepts will be displayed in this chapter, commonly
used for marching band technique courses taught at some universities and colleges. Examples
from the writer's progressive ideas and examples will be examined and explained using
contemporary drill design techniques. The goal is to provide a visual link between the text
describing marching band concepts and how they are implemented in this chapter.
Techniques of Marching Band Show Designing.
Techniques of Marching Band Show Designing is a book written by Dan Ryder that
includes twelve chapters of methods geared towards designing marching band shows. We have
previously learned the basic format for developing a show in Multiple Option Marching Band
Techniques. The content in this resource is centered around describing how to create a variety of
formations and developing transitions between them. This is essential for building a high-quality
drill for any marching band. An exercise must have varied motions and forms that mirror the
music and hold the spectator's attention.149 As stated by Ryder, this approach supports
Marcouiller’s fundamental concept of implementing showmanship for the music and formations.
This critical concept is explored throughout this thesis to answer the research questions and
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support the hypothesis. While understanding this approach, Ryder further elaborates on the rules
of a drill designer:
There are drill designing rules to follow just as there are rules to follow if you were
writing a musical composition or painting a work of art. Without this knowledge, drills
will be created without any sense of reason. These ideas will form a foundation for the
drill designer to use as a guide to creating new techniques and styles of their own.150
In chapter one of Techniques of Marching Band Show Designing, Ryder distinctly
discusses the difference between designing a drill by hand or computer. The approach is precise
and up to the director what method they choose. Both systems have positives and negatives, yet
they effectively design a drill depending upon the designer. Much like arrangers or composers in
their beginning phase, they typically start writing out the music in pencil on staff paper before
they learn to input it on a computer to understand the fundamentals of the music. “Designing
drills by hand is the most economical but the most time-consuming method,”151 says Ryder.
During earlier times, marching bands were smaller than today’s marching bands. Designing a
drill by hand was the only option until computers became a conduit for this method. Some would
use pegs or small metal men on a storyboard resembling a football field to fill this gap to chart
and visualize their drill design. As marching bands grew, it became more challenging to design
drills by hand. Ryder also quoted other band directors’ perspectives on writing drills by hand in
his book:
“I believe this method needs to be mastered before learning computers. Must be able to
think the handwriting fundamentals to understand computer techniques. Learning the
computer is a separate skill from drill design. We must take developed designing skills
and apply them to computer technology.”152
David Rollins, Henderson State University.
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“I stress that you must have a good concept of spacing before the computer helps you
with the design process. In other words, you can’t shortcut the skills that we all learned
back in the days we did drills mechanically.”153
James Hudson, University of Kansas.
Ryder also wrote that “many people fail to understand the concepts of drill designing
because they believe a computer will create drills.”154 The idea starts with the designer, and they
are expected to design the drill through an extensive development process before the computer
program can bring the concept to life. While writing drills by hand, specific tools are used to
draw formations on drill charts, mainly when bands need to make shapes other than straight lines
and diagonals. The tools used are the weighted cord, lightbox, drawing tools like a compass and
divider, French curves, Flexi-rule, and a flexible curve. According to the earliest charting
techniques textbook reviewed, the first step in charting formations on location is to sketch out the
design of the letter in small circles on graph paper. Then place pins with colored heads for each
rank in the previous formation, as shown in the illustration below. Casavant suggests that “to
complete the new formation, the pins are moved to identify its routing, which is then painted
with arrows on the graph paper; ultimately, the new formation is copied and pasted into a master
chart, and the new formation is complete.”155
William P. Foster, in his book Band Pageantry, suggests placing formations on the
sidelines for better readability and vertical elongation for proper field perspective. He
summarizes his methods of developing formations as follows:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Sketching the formation or maneuver
Placement of the formation with metal men on a band graph board
Transfer of formation from the band graph board to the band graph sheet
Tracing the formation on the band graph sheet onto the ditto master stencil unit and
duplicating copies for distribution to band members.156
As another alternative, Wells recommends utilizing a "storyboard" pad, which consists of

rows of miniature football field schematics for sketching up basic formations and noting the
beats per minute (bpm) in the music. Wells recommends transferring to actual graph paper after
completing the storyboard drawings. Wells considers the following information necessary in
charting:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Knowledge concerning football field measurements and markings
Scale to be used in developing a grid for charting
Size and type of step used by band organization
The interval between performing members
Organizational plan for the units (by squads and number of members in each squad)
Instrumentation and staging for the best sound production157

Binion suggests that the formation be gently sketched on a field graph while considering the
field perspective by holding the field graph horizontally at eye level. After that, changes were
made for viewing, and completing the outline followed three rules:
1. Straight vertical lines need a minimum of one individual every 2 1/12 yards
2. Straight horizontal lines require a minimum of 45-inch intervals
3. Diagonal or curved lines need more individuals158
Pennington proposes a novel way of constructing non-representational structures that is
both simple and effective. Initial suggestions include connecting the music played to a tangible
object that may represent some aspect of the music. He recommends gradually changing it into
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an abstract, non-representational formation, considering such factors as staging, instrument
placement, and so on until it reaches the final form.159 Using the principles of art composition
and play production, Casavant proposes applying them to the design of formations, resulting in
what he refers to as a "composition show." He identifies three variables to consider when
evaluating a non-representational formation at a standstill:
1. DELINEATION. The formation must be easily “made out.”
2. BALANCE. Unless the tension of an unbalanced formation is resolved in a relatively
short time or is deliberate in presenting an idea, the formation should be balanced on a
recognizable field line.
3. FOCAL AREA. The focal area or focal line of points should be apparent.160
These approaches suggested large sheets of graph paper to limit the magnitude of errors and
the adaptation of numerous themes from the visual arts, such as screens, backgrounds, doorways,
aisles, and frames, into the design of formations and structures. As a rule, the configuration
recommended by these experts is far more complicated than typical band forms. A delicate and
gentle flowing work may be improved by employing light, sweeping curved-line shapes (such as
those seen in floral arrangements). Casavant also suggests that the formations suit the
atmosphere of the music; for example, a loud, discordant, and strong composition is enhanced by
using straight lines or block formations. Foster and the other authors’ information are the most
critical sources in the beginning phases of contemporary drill design. Bailey, Cannon, and Payne
explain:
There are at least ten basic types of forms available to the drill designer, and many more
when these types are combined. The two types essential to contrast and development of show
are hard and soft forms. A hard form is made up of straight lines and sharp angles. A soft
form is curvilinear and has rounded edges. Forms can also be open or closed. An open form
159
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is one in which the lines are not all connected. A closed-form is a geometric shape that has
no breaks between the segments of the form.161
Creating drills on a computer within a drill designing software has its advantages and is
supplemented with tools that will assist in designing drills. Several drill writing programs are
available currently, such as Pyware3D, the leading provider since 1982, and Envision Drill
Design, to name a few. After the initial drill design is inputted into the computer, these programs
can print the drills for accuracy or be able to project them to mobile devices without printing out
charts, thus saving on the cost of print. Even with the extensive electronic resources, it is
suggested to thoroughly plan out your drill design before computer programming. Ryder quotes
Gary Smith about contemporary drill writers:
“Many contemporary drill writers are using the computer to conceive ideas, design
forms, and demonstrate movement in the initial planning stages of designing a show. The
mental creative process or thought process that precedes this activity is minimized. The
computer should be used only AFTER all ideas have been contemplated, sketched by
hand on grid paper, structured with music, and refined mathematically. Only then does
the computer become a fantastic tool for illustrating the final product.”162
Gary E. Smith, University of Illinois.
The succeeding chapters in Techniques of Marching Band Show Design discuss the types
of formations used in drill designing, such as linear, curvilinear, symmetrical, asymmetrical,
fragmented, block, wedge, and geometrical. Types of transitions, auxiliary placement, studying
formations for movement, marching distance, step sizes, instrument placement, how to plan
shows, staging effects, staging techniques, and analyzing the music. This book is intermeshed
with contemporary designs for competitive or corps-style bands; it is an excellent resource for
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individuals inspired to become drill designers and provides good insight into the functionality of
drill designing. The Complete Marching Band Resource Manual Techniques and Materials for
Teaching, Drill Design, and Music Arranging by Bailey, Cannon, and Payne also refers to other
formations such as symmetrical, asymmetrical, stationary, or in-motion forms: “For example, a
form might be open, soft, asymmetrical, moving, and stationary; or a form could be hard, closed,
static, symmetrical, and in-motion.”163 Bailey, Cannon, and Payne state:
Designing forms as static or moving does not refer to whether the marchers making up the
form are moving, but rather to the visual effect of the form. Static forms are most often
closed and hard. Moving forms pull the viewers' eyes around the shape of the form in a
particular direction.164
Drill maneuvers generally are floats, rotations, or follow-the-leader movements. Floats are
straight-line pathways that connect one set to another, with each step having the same size as the
previous step. To determine whether a form should be hard or soft, “the drill designer must
match the climax of each musical selection with the strongest visual idea.”165 The chapters in this
resource guide discuss several movements that can be used to maneuver to formations such as;
float stack-up, follow the leader/float drill, flex, flank, sequential, rotation, expansion or
contraction, duplication, kaleidoscope, block drill, x-o drill, and pin-wheels.166
While there are several additional design elements to analyze throughout the various
marching band styles, the level of attention and effort that went into the design should be precise.
Show designers for any form of marching ensemble should make every effort to include as much
detail as possible while remaining acceptable for the show’s theme and the age of the performing
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group. As mentioned by the authors in The Complete Marching Band Resource Manual, “when
writing drill, the designer must consider the visual effect of the formations and the movement
between formations. Different types of shapes, angles, and movement create visual effects that
are suited to the specific styles of music.”167
Standard Football Field for Marching Band
Not all the fields are marked by the standard regulation. Most NCAA stadiums are marked
correctly, but many stadiums used by high schools are not marked the same way. The place of
the hashes and numbers is generally where the disparity is found. The nature of the football
playing field is altered because of moving the hashes and numbers closer to the sidelines. When
the hash markings are incorrect, they are often located four steps or 2.5 yards inboard of the
sidelines. Some marching bands practice with both hash marks in case the event they are
performing at has one or both hash markings present. This essential factor will determine how
one’s drill design is charted and provides clarity for the students (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Regulation marching band football field layout
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Bailey, Cannon, and Payne, The Complete Marching Band Resource Manual Techniques and Materials
for Teaching, Drill Design, and Music Arranging, 12.
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A drill designer and the band must understand the marching band coordinate sheet to
know the positions on the field. These are standard for all marching bands and utilized for
charting formations and informing the band member of their position on the field. For example,
in figure 4, the band member is located on the 50-yard line 10 steps from the front hash mark.

Figure 4: (X) Band member position on a marching band drill coordinate sheet
The block band configuration is the conventional form that marching bands use (see
Illustration 5). It also can be used for standard staging of the marching band (see Figure 5).
According to Binion, “Block band drills are based upon eight-step units which coincide with
eight-measure musical phrases. Once charted, these drills result in many variations.”
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Figure 5: Standard block band formation
Company fronts are another staging option for some bands (see Figure 6). It can be
horizontal or vertical. Some bands use company fronts as staging for the squad and step-off
drills. This form can also be manipulated to design soft or hard formations for different
organized formations in a show (see Figures 7 and 8). It is a great starting point for labeling band
members so they can follow their position or number on the field (for example, P = Piccolo, C =
Clarinet, O = Saxophone (alto and tenor), T = Trumpet, M = Mellophone, R = Trombone, B =
Baritone, U = Tuba, D = Percussion/Battery).
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Figure 6: Sample company fronts with instrument and number labels

Figure 7: Example of formation manipulated from company fronts - 1
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Figure 8: Example of formation manipulated from company fronts – 2
Fundamentals of Drill Design
Below are creative points in drill design displayed by Kent State University Marching Band
Techniques and Literature course:
1. Basic Field measurements
a. 120 yards long (including the goal line)
i.

Around 53 and ¼ wide from sideline to sideline

b. Left is side one (or A), and right is side two (or B)
i.

Keep in mind the back, center, and front field as well

2. Grid System
a.

45” system
i.

Divides each five-yard increment into four equal parts vertically and
horizontally

b. 22.5 grid system
i.
c. 90”

Divides each five-yard increment into eight equal parts
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i.

Divides each five-yard increment into two equal parts

d. Margin of error
i.

Using the 22.5 grid system creates a 10” margin of error per a third
of the field.
1. Field with 640” per third, but using 22.5 steps would leave a
marcher 30” from sideline to sideline.

ii.

Compensation
1. Building the Grid from the home hash
a. Results in 15” gap on each sideline
i.

Advantage
1. Setting forms will be accurate if the field marks
coincide with drill charts.

2. Superimpose the accurate grid over the center of the field
marks
a. Results in 20” gap on visitor sideline, 10” gap on home
sideline and visitors has mark 10” off-grid mark
towards the visitor’s sideline
i.

Advantage – more mathematically accurate

ii.

Disadvantage – gaps must be shown on
paper and field

3. Ignore the margin of error
a. Advantage – drill chart grid lines up with field
markings
b. Disadvantage
i. Accuracy problems with spacing
alignment
1. Step size when moving north and
south must be adjusted
3). Charting Basics
a. Allow for lots of time
b. Devise a system for labeling students
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i.

Letter and Number
1. Ex. Trombone sections
a. T1, T2, etc.
b. Squads 1-A, 1-B, 1-C, 1-D, etc.

c. Place text instructions from the previous page to the current page
4. Basics of Drill Charting
a. Give yourself three times as much time as you think it will take
b. Create a labeling system for your performers
c. Create a data module segment sheet
d. Create visual elements
e. Don’t overdo the number of pages
i. Young band
1. 16-20 pages of show
ii. Moderate band
1. 20-45 pages per show
Competitive Band
1. 45-65 minimum
5. Setting up the pages
a. One tab for each set
i. Make sure to set the counts accurately
b. Instruction box should be for the page you are looking at
i. Measure numbers and the music section
ii. Number of counts
iii. Specific instructions on maneuvers, timing, and facings
1. When are the visuals, mark times, step twos, etc.
iv. Any other special instructions
6. Visual Elements
a. Can be as small as four performers and as large as the entire wind section
b. Consider staging that best supports the music
c. Know what’s coming ahead
d. Consider “field perspective” when planning north to south intervals.
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i. The closer the performers are to the audience, the more length you want to give
them
1. The farther away, the more compact you want them to be
e. Avoid Subtleties
i. An arc could look like a poorly executed line
f. Avoid clutter
7. Basic Formations
a. Lines
b. Arcs
i. any portion of a circle (concentric bent lines)
c. Curve form
i. A bent line that is not concentric
d. Block form
i. Combinations of vertical and horizontal lines
1. Any shape filled in
ii. Good for Power
1. Cadential points
2. Strong points
3. Climaxes
e. Line formations
i.

Symmetrical
1. Even on both side

ii.

Asymmetrical
1. Unbalances line combo

iii.

Close-Ended
1. No visible endpoints

iv.

Open-Ended
1. Visible endpoints

v.

Extensions
1. Forms added to endpoints bock and line combos
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vi.

Superimposed
1. Shapes on top of shapes

vii.

Kaleidoscope
1. Same in all directions

viii.

Multiples
1. Copies of the same form

ix.

Mirrored
1. Multiples with a common axis

x.

Mosaics
1. Multiple creating patterns

xi.

Fanned
1. Multiple around axis

xii.

Layered
1. Multiples that care parallel

8. Liner Formations
a. Reflect drama, tension, and impact
i. Designed at two or three-step intervals
1. two-step for horizontal lines
2. three-step for smaller bands
a. Large bands should remain with two-steps exclusively
ii. Should not have a series of three or more linear lines unless a strong musical r
reason exists to do so
b. Use them when music resolves to a final resting place after a series of similar phrases
i. Think of them as a visual cadence
c. Placement
i. Even positions
1. Placed at points 0,2,4, or 6 on the grid
ii. Odd positions
1. 1,3,5,7 on the grid
iii. Offset positions
1. Placed anywhere other than points on the grid
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iv. Proximity
1. File
a. Two or more people standing behind each other
2. Front
a. Two or more people standing beside each other
3. Diagonal
a. People standing diagonally from each other
9. Curvilinear Formations
a. Reflect flow transition and development
b. Designed at two or three-step intervals
i. Depends on band size
ii. Depends on the mood
c). A long series of these formations works great for developmental sections
d. Forms with loops can create an exciting pass-through and FTL opportunities
10. Combining Linear and Curvilinear Formations
a. Reflect on drama and multiple music ideas
b. Great for when one section is for the melody and other sections are not
11. Symmetrical Formations
a. An old-school style
i. Some still use these exclusively
b. Hard to clean because of the mirror image quality
c. Good to use for bands doing multiple shows per year
i. Takes less time to design and teach
d. Hard to design because the designer must think two or three pages ahead
e. Great for visual cadence after a long series of asymmetrical formations
i. This implies an intense finality
f. Many designers end a show or drill with a symmetrical formation
12. Other Geometric Forms
a. Any shape
i. Circles
ii. Triangles
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iii. Trapezoids
iv. Can be used in a variety of different ways
v. Great for development sections with no group being featured
vi. Good for percussion features
vii. As few as five to a group
1. Float
2. Rotate
3. Expand and contract
4. Stretch
13. Fragmented Forms
a. Block formations
i. Allowed for creative transitions
a. Boxes or snake-like movement
1. Pass-throughs
2. Divided into smaller blocks
b. Wedge formations
i. Feature particular sections
ii. Used like block formations
1. Can be utilized as a solid logical point
iii. Can be manipulated like block formations
14. Numbers needed for different geometric shapes
a. Solid wedge
i. 5,6,10,15,21,28,36,45,44,66,78,91,105
b. Solid Square
i. 4,9,16,25,35,49,64,81,100
c. Solid Rectangle
i. Multiply the number of marchers in width by the length.
d. Triangle outline
i. Total must be divisible by 3
e. Square outline
i. Total must be divisible by 4
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f. Circle outline
i. Any number of marchers, five or more
15. Guard staging
a. Can be creatively staged
b. Should generally stay at a 4,6,8 step interval
i. Four is not recommended for tosses and highly vibrant visuals.
c. Good staging examples
i. framing
1. Old school method
a. Usually, when the guard is last on the list of the drill
ii. Integrated framing
1. Good for smaller bands
a. This makes the band look bigger
iii. Extension of the element
1. They extend general formations
a. Good for strong impact points of the show
iv. Fully integrated
1. Including the guard in the formation
a. Without the guard, that formation will not be visually impactful
v. Filler
1. Band frames the guard; instead of the guard framing the band
vi. Overlaid
viii. Separate form
1. It Has nothing to do with the winds and what they are doing
16. Small Band Considerations
a. Choose music appropriate for the ensemble size
b. Reduce the field using props or tarps
i. Stay between the 30 and in front of the back hash for smaller bands
c. Keep wind instruments together
d. Use bright colors
e. Integrate Color guard into the forms
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f. Make sure marching technique is excellent
g. Avoid ballads
h. Consider using a front ensemble only if percussion numbers are small
i. Be creative
17. Creating Transitions
a. Similar
i. Moving in the exact general directions
b. contrasting
i. Moving in opposite directions or towards each other
c. Kinetic
i. Moving at a standstill
1. Choreographed movements
d. Studying formations for movement
i. Look for logical ways to reshape the form
ii. Analyze where instruments are positioned
iii. Look at sections to see if they indicate movement
1. Endpoints
2. Loops
iv. Look at the position of auxiliaries and percussion
e. Step sizes used in transitions
i. Adjusted step
1. Everyone takes a different size step
a. Must remain even from point to point
ii. Eight to Five
1. Most common step size
a. Must remain even from point to point
iii. Six to Five
1. Largest step usually used by military bands or bands utilizing varied
marching styles
a. Creates the greatest velocity
iv. Twelve to Five
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1. Smallest step size used practically
18. Types of movement
a. Shift
i. Movement of an element or complete set to a different position without
changing the shape or spacing
1. Also called a push
ii. Easy to write but difficult to execute
iii. Writing arrows in the drill helps marchers know which direction to move in
the formation
iv. Variations
1. Float
2. Company front
a. East to West moves
3. Move two lines towards or away from each other
4. Push
a. Soft
i. Same direction
1. Sort of angles from the original point
b. Hard
i. Everyone is moving in the same direction
5. Meshing
a. Pass-throughs
b. Mesh two or more lines together
c. Add one or more lines to the end of another
b. Morph
i. Movement of an element or complete set to a completely different formation
ii. Performers move straight from point A to B using a consistent size step
throughout the move.
i. Commonly referred to as a “float”
ii. Using Pyware to morph
1. Morph Tool
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2. Using the line, arc, curve, and Beizer curve tools
3. Using circle, filled shape, and polygon tools
c. Rotation
i. The shape and spacing of a formation stay the same, but the position of the
marcher changes
ii. Each performer follows an arced path around a fixed point or axis
1. Points can be in the middle, the end, or even a point outside the form
iii. The larger the form or element and or the intervals within the form, the more
complex the maneuver
1. Rotating lines are often called pinwheels or gates
a. Visually appealing effect when rotating blocks or other solid
forms
b. Use the rotate editing tool in Pyware
d. Resize
i. Changes the size and field coverage of existing forms or elements without
changing the basic shape.
ii. Can be a change in scale, stretch, slant, or a distortion
1. Scale
a. Keeps the form but changes the size by expanding and
contracting the interval
2. Stretch
a. Allows you to keep one point anchored while manipulating east
and west
3. Slant
a. Allows you to keep one point anchored while manipulating
north and south
4. Distort
a. Allows you to bend and stretch the shape into something new
iii. Can be used in conjunction with a rotation
1. Use arrows on the drill to help marchers know which direction to move
a. Curved path is often needed
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e. Follow the Leader (FTL)
i. Performers in a form, taking the same step size and a number of steps, follow
the exact path of a performer on end assigned as the “leader.”
ii. the path can be either curved or straight
iii. Easiest to execute when at a two or four-step interval
iv. Use the “FTL” tool in Pyware
f. Sequential Movement
i. Each performer executes the same drill but starts and or stops on a different
count
ii. Can be used to alter or change a formation or to enhance a static formation
iii. Can use the line tool in Pyware
iv. Make sure to include specific instructions
v. Types
1. Usually uses Eight to Five at a Two or Four-step interval
2. Stack 2
a. Performers start in a diagonal and step off together until they
reach a straight line
3. Drop 2
a. Performers start in a line and step off together until they reach a
diagonal
4. Step 2
a. Performers start in a straight line and step off every 2 or 4 steps
to make a diagonal
5. Ripple
a. A sequence where performers step out and back into the
formation or perform some sort of visual ay a fraction of a count.
vi. Reversal
1. Pick-ups – can be done in twos from a diagonal
g. Random Movement (Scatter Drill)
i. Each performer starts in either choreographed or random non-picture or
formation drill then coalesces into a formation or vice versa
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ii. Great for portraying transitional music or building or receding from a climax
1. Performers need to know what’s next to plan their route and distance
iii. It works best when there’s some sense of assignment
iv. Can use the point scatter drawing tool in Pyware
h. Other types of transitions
i. Dividing elements
ii. Combining elements
iii. Linear to Curvilinear
iv. Curvilinear to Linear
v. Transition away from the concert side
vi. Arc inversion
vii. Asymmetrical to Symmetrical and vice versa
viii. Fragmenting
1. Break things up into small units of 2-4 or individual players
i. Staging percussion in transitions
i. Important to keep close together and centered to the band
ii. Can divide subsections and rearrange them
iii. Generally, keep snares in front with cymbals close by
iv. Generally, keep behind winds and close to the brass instruments
v. Generally, keep them staged east to west
vi. Keep size around Eight to Five
1. Especially when moving east to west
a. Crab walking (corps style marching)
vii. Percussion intervals (for varied marching styles)
1. Snares and Cymbals
a. 1 ½ - 2, or 3 step intervals
2. Tenors (multi-toms)
a. 3,4, or 5 step intervals east to west
i. 3 and 4 for North to South
3. Basses
a. Same as tenors east to west
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i. 2,4 step interval North to South
4. Keep them all at 3-step intervals if put into a form with winds
j. Staging Auxiliary in Transitions
i. Be aware of their choreography
ii. Can perform choreographed move or jazz run as well as march
1. Can cover more distance with these maneuvers
iii. Careful on pass-throughs
1. Be aware of the equipment used
iv. Be aware of equipment and prop changes
19. Four Types of transitions
a. Opening
i. Purpose
1. Capture the attention of the audience and reflect the content of the
music
ii. Techniques
1. Begin drill in a conservative form that develops into an attractive
curvilinear form
2. Start with 1 step increasing to a two or 3-step interval
3. Begin in an attractive formation that sets the mood before any music or
movement occurs.
4. Set up a formation that will develop into a solid geometric form, such as
a rotating or expanding block or wedge
5. Begin asymmetrically resolving or symmetrical or vice versa
6. Use the auxiliaries to create a point of central visual attention
7. Develop a formation that develops on the intro and then suddenly
changes direction laterally or diagonally
8. Move brass or any group of instruments, so they unexpectedly become
the focal point of the formation
a. Possibly in a recognizable geometric shape
9. Start the band in small groups that coalesce into one large, connected
picture
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10. Reshape the form with all motion going in one direction
11. Fragments form into lines keeping like instruments together
12. Reshape or join already fragments forms
13. Melody
a. Put melody in a solid block while the rest of the form reshapes
to linear form
b. Contrast melodic instrument form while the rest of the form
expands
c. Melodic instruments move to fragmented linear form while the
rest of the band reshapes
14. Feature auxiliaries with new contrasting colorful prop
a. Avoid using colors of the uniform
iii. Soft opening transitions
1. Reshape to curvilinear form
2. Move to a form with lots of contrasting joined arcs
3. Expand spacing as form morphs or reshapes
4. Form several loops that will be followed by pass-throughs or FTLs
5. Put melodic instruments in a circle to be floated
6. Stage auxiliaries for graceful choreographs
7. Use flowing props with auxiliaries
a. Scarves
b. Fans
c. Ribbons
8. Present a solo dancer
b. Production (Developmental)
i. Purpose
1. Develops the drill and interprets the music while creating tension and
release
a. ebb and flow
ii. Techniques
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1. Plan so that the melody instruments are doing something visual to
attract attention
2. Emphasize important phrases by removing those sections from the rest
of the band and giving them an independent focal point of attention
3. Never use the same type of formation for more than three sets in a row
4. Listen to the music
a. this helps determine
i. Linear vs. Curvilinear
ii. Fragmented vs. Whole
iii. Solid vs. Hollow
iv. Open vs. closed
v. Dynamic Zone
5. Analyze music to find climaxes, then work the transitions to create
visual impact
a. Simple company front
b. Dramatic formation that floats forward
c. Movement towards fuller dynamic zones
d. Transitions that spectators can remember
e. Transitions that spectators can relate to and understand
6. Build towards impact points and resolve to head to the subsequent
impact
7. Like a well-placed musical rest, do not underestimate the impact of
having the band build to a solid symmetrical formation and halt
8. Plan and never move band members without a plan in mind
c. Impact
i. Purpose
1. Create excitement and bring closure to the ends of musical phrases
ii. Techniques
1. Keep movement simple
2. Climax phrase can have an impact transition that leads into it, then
another when the climax begins
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3. End of the show needs to have a series of three or four impact
transitions to create excitement and resolve the show
d. Ending
Building a Show Using Contemporary Methods
Things considered for show planning:
1. Incorporate musical and visual components that are well-known to the audience or
establish an instant connection with even the most indifferent member of the audience.
2. The audience has a good chance of becoming some of the most ardent supporters. The
performance may win their support by making them believe they get a significant portion
of the show than the typical fan.
3. Determine whether it is a competitive show that is generally geared towards die-hard
competitive fans or judges. Marching band competition audiences, marching band
enthusiasts, and judges often search for detail in the show.
4. To build a compelling performance, it is essential to have seamless, logical, and wellthought-out musically and aesthetically transitions.
5. What is the theme?
6. What is the source material?
7. Which significant aesthetic themes will bolster the central notion and contribute to the
narration?
The marching band presentation that the writer will display has been successfully
constructed using contemporary methods. It is one that intelligently and symbiotically blends the
music, drill, and choreography into a dynamic and fascinating performance. This was not
designed for any particular band but an idea generated from the writer's imagination. The band
size for this creation is 360 members total (336 winds and percussion and 24 auxiliaries). A total
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of six formations were sketched that reflected the show's theme (only two formations will be
discussed in this thesis). The total duration of this portion of the show is 3 minutes and 10
seconds with 13 sets and subsets.
Music Selection
Selecting the music was the first step in planning the show. It is a Halloween-themed
show and called for music that reflects the mood of the celebratory day. The writer chose
Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” for its melodic content, contrast, and ability to enhance the
storytelling coupled with the drill content (see Illustration 11). The melodies all build up to
dramatic peaks of feeling, which are then developed musically and visually. The writer
reorganized the arrangement to be suitable for the possible show design, and the textures were
altered to provide the right musical impact moments. The counts were determined by the length
and time of the arranged piece and how many formations could be formed in the duration.
Quoted from David M. McCullough in Ryder's book:
“I consider writing drill to be much like conducting: in order to be effective at the design
stage; I must have an in-depth familiarity with the score as well as a strong sense of the
pace, the order, and the nature of the work’s principal musical events. The transfer of
those abstractions to the physical realm of marching and maneuvering is, like
conducting, a visual representation of my interpretation of the work.”168
David M. McCullough, Campbellsville University, Campbellsville, KY
Charting the Forms
The formations were sketched on a drill chart as a rough draft to determine the movement
between formations and structure. The formations were sized to fit the band size, intervals used,
and step sizes needed for transitions and forms. Determining if the auxiliary will be used as an
extension of the formation, fully integrated, or framing of the formations was a limitation. Staged
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the band per the desired instrumentation and labeled them effectively on the drill charts. After a
rough draft of the formations is generated, the idea is inserted into a Pyware drill designing
program. Once performed, the program can automatically size the formations for proper intervals
for a cleaner presentation. Here is where the chart information will be inserted to communicate
with members the name of the music, measure numbers in which the shapes will form, the
number of counts, and commands on how to reach the formations. In some cases, the show's
designer can insert arrows on the drill chart for direction or the path the members should follow
from formation to formation.
Opening Set
Ryder states, "The first page is difficult because it must attract the audience's attention
and quickly create the mood for the composition. The designer must listen carefully to the
introduction and the first three faces to find out what type of forms and transitions the music
reveals.”169 For the opening set, the writer began with the formation of a pumpkin, which will be
the first impactful formation of this drill. From here, the formation was worked backward to a
visually appealing opening formation to start the show. This capability in Pyware programming
helps with circumstances like this to create smoother transitions or production points within the
sets. The opening set is a total of 32 counts (with subsets every eight counts) before the pumpkin
is formed and in sequence with the first eight measures of the music. Stack 2, Drop off 2,
pinwheels, and FTL (follow the leader) maneuvers were used to move from the opening
formation to the pumpkin. Every eight counts of the music were eight counts of the drill. These
combinations were fitted with the musical moment of the crescendo from measures 1-8, counts
24-32 is an 8-count float with adjusted steps to the pumpkin formation into the Fortissimo
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portion of the music at measure 9 (see Figure 9). Measures 13-14 of the piece were utilized to
animate the pumpkin by stretching the formation east and west while stretching the mouth more
for a visual impact (see Figures 14 and 15).
Figure 9: Music arrangement of “Thriller” for opening set counts and formations
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Figure 10: Opening formation of a combination hard-shaped formation

Figure 11: Transition subset 1A
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Figure 12: Transition subset 1B

Figure 13: Transition subset 1C
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Figure 14: Formation of Pumpkin at set 2

Figure 15: Formation of Pumpkin animation at set 3
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Closing Set
After the pumpkin formation, other formations fit the show's theme, such as a formation
of Freddy Kruger (animated to claw at the audience), Freddy Kruger, and Jason Vorhees fighting
each other, along with two closed, hard-shaped formations for transitions in the music. The
closing set is equally as crucial as the opening set. It is the last impact moment of the drill and
can make a lasting impression on the audience. The final formation is the form of Michael Myers
with a knife in his hand. This was animated to create an illusion of him stabbing the audience
with a knife, like a 3D effect. The face and body were scaled down to a smaller size, while the
blade and hand were stretched north and south towards the fans (see illustrations 18 and 19).
Measures 1-8 of the music were used to animate the formation in a stabbing manner (see Figure
16), with the final impact moment at measure nine and the final position of the formation (see
Figures 17 and 18).
Figure 16: Music arrangement of “Thriller” for closing set counts and formations
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Figure 17: Formation of Michael Myers animation - 1

Figure 18: Formation of Michael Myers Animation - 2
The ability to think creatively is the single most critical quality that a show designer must
possess. This is something that cannot be taught. Even if a person is familiar with all the
different drill maneuvers, this does not guarantee that they can combine them in an original
manner connected to the music. Also, knowing the group's capabilities for the show design is
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paramount. Not every creative idea can be executed by every band. However, combining various
contemporary design concepts can produce infinite possibilities in creating a phenomenal
marching band show.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
Summary of Study
The historical review aimed to examine the creation of marching bands, review the
development of strategic methods and pedagogies, and understand how they are applied to the
modern marching band for a contemporary approach. Most individuals overseeing, maintaining,
or developing a marching band have experienced the effects or contemplated the research
questions: (1) What general marching band concepts and technology are used in revolutionizing
band pageantry? (2) What are the significant differences between Predominately White
Institution (PWI) and Historically Black College and University (HBCU) bands, and how do
they impact pageantry? The research questions were foundational to this study and provided a
clear path to developing a hypothesis. The research is based on a historical timeline from various
groups previously documented in articles, magazines, books, and other academic works. No
surveys were collected or interviews facilitated; however, the review of several video recordings
was viewed by the writer to cross-reference historical accounts. This study provided and
investigated critical historical moments that influenced marching bands and how those moments
provided the blueprint for the modern marching band.
The Problem
Many approaches to creating an exciting marching band and performance have been
utilized. Many of those approaches are still in use and have not changed since the 1970s. Several
resources provided various perspectives and systems; however, most are dated and do not
provide many aspects that revolutionize show design. Many resources are repetitive but give a
few additional points of reference than their predecessor.
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Some are all-inclusive of corps or traditional style band approaches but lack the cultural
knowledge of Historically Black College and Universities (HBCU) perspective on show design.
There is only one book related to Historical Black College and University (HBCU) bands, but it
only has one edition, whereas others have been updated over time. The typical show in the
Historically Black College and University (HBCU) band community has been unchanged over
the decades. The lack of culturally updated resources may or may not result from the lack of
documented resources for HBCU bands. The more recent resources show some level of biased
towards show-style bands and are heavily influenced by the corps-style approach. While most
Predominately White Institution (PWI) bands use both marching style approaches, their
combination of both show concepts provides contrast. However, they have become redundant
and present a blur between competitive and non-competitive marching bands.
Significance of the Research Questions
Although Predominately White Institution (PWI) and Historically Black College and
University (HBCU) bands have cultural differences, there are vast similarities because of the
historical background of both groups. Marching bands that participate mainly in athletic events
are tasked with performing an exciting show in front of fans at various events. Performing an
exciting show multiple times can be challenging when a group has reached its pinnacle and
executed every general concept used by most marching bands. These groups institutionalized the
phrase “what’s next” and generally pushed the envelope for show design. Technology has
enabled marching bands to visualize their pageantry in motion, providing cost-effective methods
and a broader imagination in drill design.
The primary questions for this study were:
RQ1: What general marching band concepts and technology can be used in
revolutionizing band pageantry?
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RQ2: What are the significant differences between Predominately White Institution
(PWI) and Historically Black College and University (HBCU) bands, and how do they
impact pageantry?
Working Hypotheses
The following hypotheses to the research questions were:
H1: General marching band concepts could revolutionize band pageantry, including show
design, marching style, and sound concepts. The use of today’s computerized drill
designing programs allows for creating sophisticated ideas and assists in showcasing
visualized effects.
H2: PWI and HBCU marching bands differ in drill design, aesthetics, and effectiveness
in their approach to marching band techniques. However, general marching band
methods are strongly similar among these groups.
The Methodology
The historical review featured the formation of wind band instruments, influential
individuals, the construction of the modern wind band, the development of the collegiate
marching band, influential Predominately White Institution (PWI), and Historically Black
College and University (HBCU), and contemporary drill and show designs. Many factors
influencing the selection of the Predominately White Institution (PWI) and Historically Black
College and University (HBCU) for this study were intrinsically subjective, and several
perspectives were considered: (1) the band would have significantly impacted the band world;
(2) it would have achieved a standard of excellence on a large platform; and (3) limiting the
number of bands mentioned in this thesis would be subjective and conducive to the historical
data for the time this study is developing.
The Limitation
This thesis was limited primarily by the repetitive nature of the resources utilized in the
literature review and the lack of current resources for Historically Black College and University
(HBCU) marching bands.
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Research Plan
This historical research was chromicized from the usage of wind instruments during
ancient times, the development of the wind band and its influencers, military band, collegiate
bands, marching styles, and show concepts for the modern marching band. Not only was a
chronicle account of the topic established through primary and secondary sources, but these
findings were integrated into this thesis while recognizing gaps in the literature. Arranging the
historical data in their respective themes is coordinated thematically and topically. While DCI
(Drum Corp International) groups were mentioned throughout this thesis, the focus was
primarily on Predominately White Institution (PWI) and Historically Black College and
University (HBCU) marching bands. Several marching bands are mentioned per the subject
matter in each section.
Structure and Organization
The historical research is organized as follows:
Chapter One was the introduction and provided the following information: (a)
Background Topic, (b) The Purpose, (c) The Problem, (d) Significance of Study, (e) Research
Questions, (f) Working Hypothesis, (g) The Methodology, (h) The Limitation, (i) Structure and
Organization, and (j) Definition of Terms.
Chapter Two was an exhaustive review of related literature. The following literature and
topics methodically categorize this chapter: (a) exhibition marching, (b) military-style marching,
(c) block band, (d) Marching for Marching Bands, (e) traditional style marching, (f) squad drills,
(g) Multiple-Option Marching Band Techniques, (h) corps style marching, (i) contemporary
changes in drill and show design, and (j) techniques of marching band show design.
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Chapter Three was a chronicle account of the historical development of marching bands.
The subject matter contained in this chapter is (a) history and development, (b) ancient times, (c)
minstrels and guilds, (d) changes and development of band instrumentation, (e) development of
bands in America, (f) Patrick S. Gilmore, (g) John Phillip Sousa, (h) professional bands to
scholastic bands, (i) a brief history of Predominately White Institution Bands, and (j) a brief
history of Historically Black College and University Bands. The overview of the purpose of the
historical research is formalized in this chapter, rationales for the historical design, research plan
and design, and the information selection.
Discoveries – Chapter Two
Before moving further with the research topic, the writer of this thesis needed to be
acquainted with the relevant literature, this eliminated unnecessary time spent on hypotheses that
others have disproved while making the most of what others have argued. Expertise with the
secondary literature associated with the subject is shown in the literature review. Literaturebased discovery is a method for the extraction of knowledge and the generation of automated
hypotheses. This method makes use of primary and secondary publications (collectively referred
to as "the literature") to discover new connections between previously established bodies of
information (the "discovery").
Literature-based discovery seeks to find new information by linking pieces of
information expressed in published works to infer relationships that are not specified in the
published works themselves. This type of research assisted the writer of this thesis is rapidly
discovering and investigating ideas, gaining knowledge about essential advancements both
within and outside of marching band developments, and increasing the flow of information
across disciplinary lines. This type of analysis is known as the ABC paradigm: “It states that if
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there is a connection between A and B and one between B and C, then there is one between A
and C which, if not explicitly stated, is yet to be explored.”170 This means the combination of the
related literature presented a standard connection from past literature (A), to current literature
(C), indicating a link between A and C that was not yet investigated or discovered (B).
Literature-based discoveries may often be broken down into two categories: open
discovery and closed discovery. Only the letter A is provided during genuine discovery. The
method locates elements (B) and makes use of them to provide the user with potentially
interesting components (C), producing hypotheses based on features (A). In the process of closed
discovery, the A and C are sent to the strategy that looks for the Bs that can connect the two, so
putting to the test a hypothesis about the A and C.
The connection between the methods in the literature-based discoveries showed
similarities but also broadened the perspective of the progression of the marching band methods.
The history of marching bands extends back to medieval times when musicians were
incorporated into feudal armies to maintain morale among the soldiers and command the forces.
Since then, marching bands have been a tradition in many countries worldwide. The United
States has taken marching bands into classrooms with the creation of football while maintaining
marching bands in their military establishments.
“History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme.”
Mark Twain

170

Simon Baker, Yufan Guo, Anna Korhonen, “Neural networks for open and closed Literature-based
Discovery,” PLOS ONE, (2020): 5.
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The writer of this thesis needed to be familiarized with the secondary literature on the
subject before work could begin on the primary sources. This is required to understand the facts
as well as the hypotheses and arguments that are presented in secondary sources. To encourage
evolution in marching band pedagogies and methods, a historical review of the creation of wind
instruments and ensembles would promote progression in the craft. New methods cannot be
developed if current ideas were created previously and will continue to repeat the same
techniques once established.
Discoveries – Chapter Three
The inclusion of modernized marching band techniques in performance groups is a topic
that has caused reflection among band directors and support individuals while designing shows
for marching bands. For many years, Pattern of Motion and Casavnat’s precision drill approach
were the standard body of literature for marching bands nationwide. However, in the 1970s, the
corps-style method was formed and created a division among band directors while formulating
certain biases. While modernization of marching techniques has contributed much to educating
and enriching the show design approach, preferences must be removed to continue
revolutionizing band pageantry. Further, revolutionizing marching band techniques may present
an avenue for groups to achieve an aesthetic experience through new or unfamiliar methods.
Moreover, band pageantry contributes to the study of others marching band techniques and show
design. The methodical approach the writer used to develop this study can be further utilized for
other researchers who want to continue this study.
Discoveries – Chapter Four
In reviewing multiple methods for marching band techniques, the writer displayed
selected approaches to show the design of the modern marching band. Before these methods can
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be approached, other fundamentals need to be explained so there are no gaps in formulating
designs for marching bands. The contemporary use of computerized drill designing has made it
possible to chart, organize, create, and design on a higher level. For large bands, this can be a
daunting task. There is nothing wrong with designing a drill and communicating maneuvers by
hand on a drill chart. However, the electronic mechanism has eliminated the amount of
consumable time used in charting shows by hand. Pyware and other programs like this have
streamlined the process and work with other applications, like Ultimate Drill book, which
provides accurate instructions for band members for their show commands after programming.
As marching band techniques have evolved, block letters can now be formed in different
fonts or even cursive, and pictures are included and can be animated. Asymmetrical,
symmetrical, curvilinear, and linear lines can seamlessly be melded with electronic drill design
software, which creates a smoother flow of the design.
Comparative Analysis between PWI and HBCU marching bands.
Predominately White Institution:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Heavily influenced by military marching techniques.
Most modernized marching band techniques originated with PWI bands.
Strong pre-game performance culture in support of football teams.
Utilize versatile auxiliary units.
Exhibit various marching and show styles

Historically Black College and University:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Influenced by minstrel bands.
Energized marching fundamentals and concepts previously established.
Heavily focuses on halftime performances.
Highly competitive among other HBCU bands.
An extensive musical repertoire is revitalized consistently.

Similarities:
1) Influenced by military marching techniques.
2) Both groups had similar beginnings when they were created.
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3)
4)
5)
6)

Exhibit precision in their preferred style of marching and showmanship.
Similar variations of halftime show format and execution.
Similar aesthetic approaches but different methods of execution.
Adequately supports their football teams and entertains their fans.
Recommendation for future research
Considering the reasons why this research endeavor was undertaken, the following

suggestions for directions for future study should be taken into consideration:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Studies in the importance of evolving marching band show and drill designs.
Create an almanac that displays every collegiate marching band in the United States.
More books are written specifically for traditional/show-style bands.
A current edition of Dr. William P. Foster’s “Band Pageantry” book.
In-depth documentation of all Historically Black College and University marching bands.
Pros and Cons of show style and corps style bands’ approach to halftime performances.
While building upon current curriculum activities, more emphasis can be placed on
versatility for future band directors. Should be able to speak to and design for corps style,
traditional or show-style marching bands.
Personal lessons learned through this study
As a result of this exhaustive investigation, the writer of this thesis gained a wealth of

information, including but not limited to:
1) Most marching bands utilize the same methods established in ancient and
medieval times.
2) There is more to each collegiate marching band in the United States than what is
viewed at football games.
3) All marching bands in the United States share the same lineage in history.
4) Predominately White Institution (PWI) and Historically Black College and
University (HBCU) marching bands share the wealth in pioneering concepts.
5) Although Predominately White institutions and Historically Black College and
University marching bands have contrast, they are similar in many ways.
6) Both groups can still learn from each other on how to revolutionize band
pageantry.
Conclusion
This historical review of contemporary techniques and pedagogies and how they
revolutionized pageantry for the modern marching band is only the genesis of the writer's goal
for future research. This study is of substantial interest and has the potential to explore
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innovative techniques that have yet to be discovered. For decades there have only been variations
of the same concepts, but no new ideas have been established. As a rising drill designer, the
writer has noticed the same formula of show formats and drilling done among certain marching
bands and realized that it is time for change and innovation.
There are many ways to form a diamond, but current and unforeseen concepts could
make the diamond the best part of the band’s show evolving into something new. As history has
provided a block “P” formation to forming letters in cursive, a picture of a train to the train
moving down the field with spinning wheels and smoke, stationary stick figurines to those stick
figures flossing, a stick figure dunking a basketball, a full-body formation of Michael Jackson
moonwalking, and moving lines with rotation boxes. There is still more that can be done to usher
in a new age of marching band methods.
The writer hopes that more directors will move away from handwriting their drills and be
more susceptible to computer software that is available to them. With the limitations of this
research topic, the writer hopes to create more content for show-style bands to promote
innovation and technique among the community. Much like the pioneers that ushered in the
concepts of old, it is our responsibility to continue the creative work and innovate new methods.
Not every HBCU marching band is a “dancing band” and is incapable of showing versatility, and
not every PWI band is corps-style and only does competitive marching band shows.
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